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and endeavor to make it, an occasion of
FURTHER TROUBLE
interest as well as profit, and believe it
serves to relieve to some extent the
IS PREDICTED
tedium of the forenoon, especially for
the ambulant cases, who find time
In
hanging heavily on their hands.
Although Santa Fe Officials Claim to
fine weather the men are assembled
Have the Situation Well in Hand.
on the parade ground under the charge
All Shops Have Resumed Work.
it is Comparatively Simple and of a drill master, who puts tliem in
At the Mesilla Park Agricultural
I
formation for setting up exercises.
4
ofFe
Santa
Kansas,
May
Topeka,
Can Be Followed Easily by
then take them in charge and put them
College a Decided Success
ficials announce this morning the refor
exercises
through
simple
breathing
of shop work all along the
Patients Elsewhere.
Proven by Actual Work.
At- sumption
about fifteen minutes, after which by
line from Topeka to the Pacific coast.
passing up and down the lines sick
They state that in most cases the shops
call is made. They are then turned ovare running with a full complement of
DIET
AND
EXERCISE er
GALLONS
to the drill master and dismissed.
men. In many places the union ma- 1,000
The hospital sick call then follows. By
chinists have gone out but their places
PER MINUTE
These Next to Tent and Open Air Life this means the morning sick call is
will all be filled by the close of the
made
of
a
function
oc
and
something
officials.
the
intimate
Third
week,
Are the Essential
Points That
cupies a considerable portion of the
Vice President Buckalow says the Secured in a
Steady Flow Every Day
Must Be Watched.
forenoon. The breathing exercise is of
trouble has just begun and that not anfor
a
Week
More Plants Installed
undoubted value and invariably
in
other union man will return to work.
creases
the
chest
Spanish-Englisout
expansion.
in
He
In an article last week, the New
further says many will go
Stenogra"The dietary is ample in quantity
Mexican called attention to the fact
sympathy. There are no reports of
phers Get Lucrative Positions
violence anywhere.
that tern life Is one of the main fea- and first class in quality, and as varied
Places of Union Men Easily Filled.
tures oj the treatment of consumption as our market will permit. We pro
Tokio, May' 4 Japanese authorities Women Fighting in Japanese Army.
Los Angeles, May 4 The Express Special Correspondence New Mexican.
ar Fort Stanton, the sanitarium of the duce our own milk, although unfortu
B.
4
Victoria.
O.,
Richard today publishes a statement from PresMesilla Park, N. M., May 2 The anMay
Marine. Hospital service at Fort Stan- nately the supply is not as great as it have received a report of the attempt
should be. The number of patients made on Monday night to block the en- Ch 'ster, contractor of the Japanese ident Ripley of the Santa Fe system on nual outgoing of students from the
ton, Lincoln County. Dr. Paul M.
is in this city. He states that the
,n his paper on "Further Ob- bas increased so rapidly that our dairy trance to Port Arthur harbor. It is army,
subject of the strike in which he stenography department at the Agri10 per cent of the Japanese soldiers
has
unable
to
been
so
the company is having no difficul- cultural College here has commenced,
that. without
says
keep pace,
servations on the Treatment of Tuber'
In the field are women disguised
detail, however. That the at hi
ty in filling the places of the men who Last week three students left to accept
culosis; after emphasizing that feature at present we have only three pints of tempt was
as men. He says the average Japanese
successful, was reported.
stenograof life at the sanitarium, gives further milk per day per man. Malted milk is
quit work. The company has no quar- positions as English-Spaniswoman
of
is
the
coolie
class
as
strong
in
Demonstration
as
Tokio.
are
used
rel with unionism and dealt with it in phers at very good salaries. A. W.
clam
Popular
largely,
juice and beef
data upon the regimen that has been
if not stronger than the men. He as- the case of
the conductors, engineers. Kuenzli went to the City, of Mexico. R.
found most beneficial in the treatment extracts.
Tokio, May 4 Reports which have sert that
to last December the firemen and trainmen, but these unions H. Mellen to a manufacturinir concern
prior
we
been
received here of the successful .Tau-usof consumption. As there are hunnecessarily produce our own
had landed 120,000 In Corea had never made such outrageous
In Chihuahua, and E. R. Mellen to Hadedreds of consumptives in New Mexico, garden truck, as it would be otherwise blocking of Port Arthur coming on the
vana. Cuba., to take a responsible posiajn quietly distributed them through-h- mands as the machinists.
comThe
to
news
of
the
heels
come
of
secure
at
the
Valu
fresh
for
health
here
and impossible
their
victory
having
vegetables.
on
tion
with the Munson Steamship line
country.
not
could
the
however,
pany,
deaccept
to
as thei" .number is recruited by every We grow with perfect success the stirred Tokio
another popular
v Chwang Could Not Have Been
A significant point in regard to these
of
closed
the
principal
shop.
inusual
monstration
are
thousands
and
of
the
east
are
observations
these
products
tonight
garden
incoming train,
Taken.
young men is that all of them resigned
of genera interest.
Dr. Carrington cluding very fine water melons and carrying lanterns and parading through
4
A special telegram
md'in.
May
good
positions as English
stenograOur tables are not only the city. It was expected that tidings to ' e Chronicle
canteloupes.
says :
FIRE TRAP HOTELS.
dated Che Foo assert-tha- t
phers in Illinois and Wisconsin last
"We receive cases in all stages and supplied during the season with all of the Port Arthur engagement would in".
the Japanese have taken New
summer to come out to this college to
in all periods of development, as well sorts of vegetables, but we store for come from Vice Admiral Togo some Ch
is
false.
New
ftng
take work in English-Spanisobviously
stenograas with many if not all the various winter use large quantities of vege- time during the day but they have not
BeChwang which is on a river and about John B. Laughlin Reads a Paper
This work has fitted them to fill
phy.
been
received.
as
such
to
tables
which
yet
carrots,
parscabbages,
fore the Association of Rocky
complications
consumptives
30 miles from the sea, could not possibetter positions than those they reare subject. During the year ended nips, turnips, onions, etc.
Mountain Hotelmen.
Russians Pleased With General Zassa-lltoh- . bly be taken except as the result of an
signed and, as has always been the
4
a
of
At
the
April 30, 1903, we treated 282 cases,
to
Denver,
wish
"I
May
meeting
emphasize the importance
attack of at least two or three days
case, these young men go out to posiof whom only 39 or fifteen per cent of the proper adjustment of the propor
St. Petersburg,' May 4 The gloom duration.
The Associated Press has Rocky Mountain Hotelmen's Associa- tions of much promise in their opporwere of the first stage. These facts tion ot rest and exercise tor consump which
B. Laughlin. a memprevailed here yesterday was al- correspondents at Che Foo, Shan Hai tion today John
tunities. Several other students of the
must b borne in mind in any consider- tives. More than enough rest is far most
completely dispelled this morning Kwan, New Chwang and Yin Kow, any ber of the executive board read a paper stenography department expect,
to
on "Fire Trap Hotels." He said in
ation oi our statistics and results. The better than too little and too much ex when the people read the account of one of which would
leave for positions between this time
certainly have
classification followed is the division of ercise is always disastrous. Even the the glorious
part:
d ai attack on New Chwang.
and the close of the year.
fight made by General
cases into the first stage, in which the best cases should take their exercise Zassalitch
"Statistics showing a wholesale (and
the flower of the
"hina Will Observe Neutrality.
In the midst of the prevailing drouth
against
too frequently an unnecessary) loss of
disease has not progressed to consoli- with proper caution, and especially is Mikado's legions at the Yalu and the
S
in this valley attention is renewed to
May 4 The Chinese
Petersburg,
dation, wnich may be detected by phy- this true for newlv arrived cases. We litter defeat of Vice Admiral Togo's mh 'ster, who in consequence of rum valuable lives from hotel conflagrations the matter of
pumping for irrigation.
sical signs, and second and third stage find it constantly necessary to preach new attempt to seal Port Arthur. It is or: t the
China might in the past 25 years, are so appalling Crops generally have suffered very serthat
possibility
cases, in which the physical signs re- the doctrine of rest, as the tendency is now known that not more than 8.000 not rema a neutral, applied to Pekin that they almost stagger human cred
iously from the continued absence of
veal consolidation with or without ex- to over exercise. Many consumptives Russians were actually engaged in the for information, has received a cable- ence, w e must not close our eyes to water
In the river but it is doubtful if
I
an
two
of
immense proportion
have grouped these
cavation
come to neighboring villages
and fight at the Yalu against the Japanese gram fron the Pekin government and the fact that
is not. after all, a bless-inthis
misfortune
latter stages together because of the ranches without means, but with the army of a total strength between
Y'.an Shi Kai which declares those horrible calamities are caused by
in disguise. As one person exViceroy
easy transition from the second to the idea of supporting themselves by varand 40,000. The losses on both in a most formal manner that China gross negligence with an almost utter pressed it a few days ago, "If the farmthird stage, and the difficulty, and fre- ious employments, to which fact is sides, which are exepected to reach
and tit.' Ciinese people will faithfully disregard of even the ordinary meth- ers of our valley were 20 feet lower,
ods of proper protection to hotel guests
of
ihe
to
due
impossibility
detecting
of
quently
doubtless
the failure
and possibly 1,200 in the Russian observe neutrality.
many
would all drown." With all the
aside from those which the laws afford. they
benefits from the force and twice that number in the Jar'
by physical signs just when excavation realize the hoped-foP i'e
and lack of water the college
drouth
Campaign.
to
climate. Dr. rod wards of Coronado, anese, make it one ot the DUhmfj
begins.
rBW Aiiarrr, Mt
Th Xml Krai Hotel owners should be eompelled
ha been steadily pumping from its six
"The buildings at this sanatorium California, writes: 'It is madness to fights in history.
General Kuroki's says it learns that the Russo Phobe comply with the laws in rendering the inch well
a stream of the
are those usually found at an army come to California in search of health success was purchased at such heavy Chinese, headed by Viceroy Yuan Shi buildings as safe as it is possible to vital fluid discharging
sufficient to irrigate the enpost and are constructed of stone and without ample means to supply all the cost that the Russians are disposed to Kai and General Ma. are carrying on make them."
tire college farm. By tomorrow evenadobe and arranged on four sides of a comforts and luxuries.'
This remark regard it as a defeat rather than a vic- an active
campaign and
ing the pumping plant will have run
Ground.'
square known as the 'Parade
may apply equally to New Mexico.
for a week, day and night, without intory for him. Those who were inclined that traveling orators are spreading APPEALS TO THE
"We have converted the parade ground
In amusements we are unfortunate to criticize General Zassalitch even at false reports of the strength of the
termission, during which time the well
into a blue grass lawn, which affords ly weak. Our patients come from three the headquarters of the general staff, Japanese and the magnitude of their
discharged a steady stream of 1,
SUPREME COURT has
000 gallons a minute. Careful records
quite a pleasing contrast to the brown classes; the deep sea sailor, the leke where it is considered he made a tacti victories, and are telling malignant
of 'he surrounding hills. All of the old sailor, and the river men, and from a cal blunder, now say he redeemed him- stories of Russian designs throughout
and measurements were made in a
buildings have either been altered and heterogeneous mass with individuals self by his gallantry in the action and the Chinese towns and villages, with Case of the Cumberland Telephone and neighboring twelve inch well to see the
ri
or are in process of renova- of almost every
repairs
effect of this continued pumping upon
Telegraph Company to Be Tried
nationality on earth the damage he inflicted upon the ene the object of inciting the masses
tion. The old barracks have been con- and
Anew.
with different tastes, ex- my.
the level of the water table beneath.
against Russia.
naturally
verted Into dormitories and the single
Nashville. May 4 President Cald-el- l For a few days the water level sank
and aspirations. As is well
periences
officers' Quarters are used as sleeping known, sailors who are subject to strict
of the Cumberland Telephone and gradually, but for the past two days
apartments for the convalescent discipline while on board ship, give
Telegraph Company, has given to the it has remained stationary. It would
WASHINGTON DEMOCRATS.
cases.
CLOUDBURST IN TEXIIS.
Associated Press a statement concern- thus appear that a continual flow of
themselves every license while on
"Aftfv describing the special bene- shore. A large proportion have been
ing Chancellor Allison's decision in the 1,000 gallons a minute from a given
fits of tent life, Dr. Carrington con- addicted to excessive drinking and
ouster
proceedings against the Cumber space is unable seriously to lower the
- Get Together at Olympia Tomorrow to
tinues: It is naturally a matter of ex- other forms of dissipation for years; Tracks Washed Away for Five Milesland Company. He said the reports level of the water supply available.
Rivers
Elect
and
of
ParkUnder
Water
Fields
Delegates Friends
treme importance to prevent the sana- for such sanatorium discipline becomes
sent out about the Cumberland Com- When it is considered that during the
er and Hearst Equally ConOut of Their Banks.
torium from becoming infected and very irksome, and they become easy
pany were unwarrantable. The attor- past week this six inch well has disfident.
thus becoming a focus for the dissemi- victims to the allurements of the vil
have appealed the case to the Su- charged a total of 10.080,000 gallons of
neys
Austin. Texas. May 4 As the result
nation of tuberculosis among the na- lages eight and ten miles distant
Court where it will be tried
water, the possibilities in the direction
preme
tives, or healthy employes, or by the where the saloons dispense bad whis of a cloudburst in central Texas and
The appeal vacates the decree of pumping for irrigation in this valley
Seattle, May 4 The Democratic
reinfection of cured patients. With key on all days and at all hours. How- this section not a train is moving north. state convention meets at Olympia
and there is now no decree of any kind appear to be tremendous.
five miles of the International morrow to elect delegates to the na-this object in view strong
the company.
differ as to the use
against
The attention of farmers generally
may
ever,
opinions
Great Northern tracks have been tional convention at St. Louis to
regulations are enforced, all sputum of alcoholics medicinally in the treat
of course, being attracted more
is.
chilout north of here. Five
tl.ol the nominations of the delee-atiobeing deposited in pocket and bedside ment of tuberculosis, there can be no
than ever to the question of pumping
A VICTORY,
five
SCORED
in
miles
a
All
creek
drowned
were
dren
the
for
purpose.
and to endorse Hearst. The control of
cups provided
for irrigation and a number of irrigatquestion of the ill effects of the excesmetal cups with their contents are dis- sive use of alcohol, and especially of from Austin. The fields are under the convention is claimed by both the
ing plants will probably be installed
Hearst Secures a Majority of Three in
infected daily by superheated steam in the kind of liquor dispensed by the water from four to eight inches in friends of Parser and of Hearst.
the near future. Two large plants
Iowa
fifteen
for
in
of
for
the
the
to
south
here,
Districts
constructed
Preliminary
a sterilizer specially
saloons of this Territory. Re- depth
now in course of construction, one
are
country
swollen
are
Caucus.
that purpose. Paper bedside cups are covery from tuberculosis is a serious miles. Rivers and creeks
G
H. Totten, of Mesilla. for the
by
Des Moines, Iowa, May 4 William
REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.
used very largely and these are de- undertaking requiring patience and far beyond their banks.
of irrigating his alfalfa ranch
purpose
in
a
scored
use
to
Hearst
victory
Randolph
stroyed by fire. We continue
and I may say some
160 acres, the plant consisting of a
of
self
restraint,
the
to
caucus
the district
preliminary
metal pocket spit cups, as the most
2S horse power Ohio gasoline engine.
Of the Second Congressional District
hardships, for a period which must be HURRICANE SWEEPS
state Democratic convention today by Byron-Jacksosatisfactory cup thus far devised. measured more frequently by years
Met at Noon Compump, and a ten inch
of
Colorado
four
as
seven
district
all
against
apart- than
securing
Periodical disinfection of
of this place Is al
Burke
months. The consumptive
well.
Frank
mittees
by
Appointed.
CHINA
Hearst
faction. The
COCHIN
is
for the
ments occupied by consumptives
a pumping plant, using an
so
must give up many amusements which
installing
members of the resolution committee
inch well,
practiced, and recent experiments of he formerly regarded as necessary to
Glenwood Springs, Colorado, May 4. are radical for the New York editor Otto gas engine and twelve
Past Assistant Surgeon E. K. Sprague his happiness, and must live a life of One Hundred Natives Lose Their Lives
be used in the irrigating
to
the
plant
resoluof
the
convention
The
and it is not unlikely that the
in charge of the laboratory, by the in- regularity and temperance.
He must and Great Damage is Done Native second Republican
of his fine apple orchard.
congressional district met at tions will carry a decided Hearst feajection of dust and scrapings taken have an earnest desire to get well, and
Vessels Injured.
Unusual preparations are being made
A
was
held
session
noon
brief
ture.
today.
from various rooms in the hospital be willing to deny himself those things
for the successful carrying out of the
and
committees
various
the
to
appoint
are
cases
worst
quartered, which are harmful, and cheerfully comwhere qur
sseon French Indo China, May
annual field day. which takes place
a recess was taken.
into guinea pigs, shows this building to ply with all the regulations of the san - A
Cochin China on
next Friday. May fi. The usual attrac
RESUME
TO
ravaged
EL
hurrjcane
REPUBLICAN!)
be free from infection. These experi- atorium of which he is an inmate, be
were
Kineu
100
tive program has been prepared and
1.
natives
About
May
ments prove conclusively that if the lieving that such regulations are made and
was done. Many BISHOP MERRILL
special interest is given to this occa- damage
great
Will Be AdminisAt Tierra Amarilla
building is infected by 'spraying,' the for his good. We have patients who native vessels were damaged but othion as the various events will be pre
method of disinfection by
tration Republican in Politics
are avowedly indifferent to the result; erwise there was no damage to shipto the big intercollegiate tract
paratory
THE
SESSION
are
OPENS
efficient.
is
Experiments
District Court Notes.
sponging
such patients not only do not improve, ping.
to be held on May 31, at this
meet
now in progress to determine whether but their example discourages others.
place, when teams from the Albuquer
or ne t formaldehyde gas will destroy They had better have remained in the
Of the Thirty-firs- t
General Conference Special to the New Mexican.
que University and the Albuquerque In
ordian
in
of
sputa
bacilli in masses
of the Methodist Church Various
where they could not dis- good. Comparatively few yield to the
Tierra Amarilla, N. M.. May 2 Ar- dian School will be present to comseaports,
nary living room.
Delegations Seated.
courage others, who really wish to re- temptations of the saloon, and many
rangements have been made with pete for the honors of the occasion.
"The medical staff consists, when cover, but for the fact that by their are to be commended for the self conDiego A. Chacon, by the proprietors of
transfer here, they cease to be dissem trol exercised. The evil effects of over
the plant of El Republicano. a newspathe complement is full, of one surgeon,
Los Angeles, May 4 The thirty-firs- t
as commanding officer, two other com- inators of infection. Our observation Indulgence in liquor are not usually ap- geueral conference of the Methodist per formerly published here and which SUCCUMBED TO HIS INJURIES
missioned officers and two acting as- is that the more intelligent, cheerful parent for some days or even weeks, Episcopal Church opened in this city suspended publication because its edisistant surgeons. The junior officers and obedient the patient, the better his afterwards, so it is hard to convince today, Bishop Merrill called the con- tor left for better fields, to commence Hugh Freeman Died This Morning at
serve successively as 'officers of the chances for improvement or recovery. those wno will drink despite advice and ference to order and opened the day the publication of the paper under difCarlsbad Without Having Regain24 hours.
For the interest of our patients we rules that the 'back set' is due to this with a brief prayer. The entire morn- ferent auspices. The new paper will
day,' their tour of duty being
ed Consciousness.
of
officer
the
name
harmless
the
of
as
its
various
day
and
becomes
in
now
have a library
and then it
cause, and
politics
It is the duty
ing session was taken up in assigning be Republican
dormiof
all
ina
indicates and will be half in the Spanto make daily inspection
games are encouraged. We have golf necessary to discharge a patient for
seats to the various delegations.
few temperance.
ish and half in the English languages. Special to the New Mexican.
course, although comparatively
tories, toilet rooms, etc., and report
ofCarlsbad. X. M.. May 4 Hugh FreeIt will be clean Republican administrasailors take advantage of this excellent "It is a serious matter to cast a con- their condition to the commanding
tion in politics. Leading citizens of man, son of Judge A. A. Freeman who
Religious exercises sumDtive adrift without monev or
DIEO IN SING SING.
ficer; he answers emergency calls and- form of exercise.
receives and gives attention to the new- are held twice a week, and occasionally fiends so far from hnm nnd it is with
Rio Arriba County have contributed was Injured two days ago in a runaway
concerts relieve to some extent the great reiuctance and only when
i,. rrivpd natients. Two officers are
Hberally towards having a Republican by being thrown from the buggy he
exof life. A few extremely luteiy necessary for the maintenance Labor Leader of New York. Sent to newspaper in this county. It will also was driving In, and in which his skull
assigned in charge of the physical
Prison Some Months Ago, on
was fractured, died this morning at
amination room, and all patients are good cases are allowed horseback ex-0- (
be the official paper of the county.
discipline that I resort to this ex
over by 8:30 o'clock without regaining conConviction. cf Extortion.
District Court presided
not only examined upon arrival, but ercise. The fence rider and cowboy treme measure. My patients know
the examination is repeated every two who has charge of our beef cattle has this anti naturally take some advan-noJudge John R. McFie has been in ses- sciousness. An operation was pertwo volunteer assistants, patients, tage 0f the fact. It is to be regretted
4
months. One officer has charge of the
Sam Parks, a New sion here during the past week and formed which gave only temporary reOssining,
May
bacteriological laboratory, and one of whom I have provided with horses, that we are not legally authorized to York labor leader, who was sent to much business has been transacted. lief, and by which it was found that
was badly fractured. The
the nose and throat clinic, a portion of which they themselves groom, feed and administer adequate
punishments sing Sing some months ago after a con-rid- e Two convictions have been secured so the skull
fr.i. The grand jury is still at work funeral will take place tomorrow afterdally.
our work which offers a varied ana in
without being compelled to dismiss re- - viction of extortion, died in prison
3
resiteresting field.
things considered, our patients fractory patients.
jay. He bad consumption when sent an.l will likely remain in session all noon at o'clock from the family
in
this
dence
week.
on
city.
sick
call
this
Continued
make
the morning
are well behaved, and our discipline Is
here and failed rapidly.
"I usually
Page Eight.
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BOTH SIDES CLAIM

FT. STANTON

PUMPING FOR

IRRIGATION

THE VICTORY

Japanese Reports say That the
tempted Blocking of Port Arthur
Harbor Was a Success While Rus
sians Are Jubilant Over the Utter
Defeat of the Plan.
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, May 4, 1904.
in its last
The Chicago Inter-OceaSunday's issue contained an article
entitled "New Mexico's statehood fight
and those who lead it." It is well written and presents rhe situation in a clear
light. The New Mexican reprints the
article on another page of this issue,
as it is of timely interest to the people
of the Territory. F. H. Adams, the
correspondent who prepared it, is only
23 years of age; he is a bright young
man and will no doubt make his mark
in his chosen profession,

PROFESSIONAL

n

SHUTS FE HEW
m

F

MEXICAN

PRiMTihJ

COMPANY,

PUBLISHERS

Editor

HaX. FROST

liUL

PIEXIG0H

A. F. WALTER

CHARLES

M.

Associate Editor.
STAUFFER .. Manager

Sintered as Second Class matter at
Santa Fe Postoffice.

h

1'be New Mexican Is the oldest newsColonel Henry
paper in New Mexico. It U sent to ev- ry postotflce in the Territory, and has Louisville Courier

Watterson of the
the
Journal holds

large and growing circulation among same opinion as does Mr. Bryan cont intelligent and progressive people cerning Judge Alton Brooks Parker.
It is beginning to look as if these two
f the Southwest.
Democratic leaders were correct in
their views concerning the New York
man whose candidacy, for the DemoRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
cratic nomination for the presidency, is
by carrier
under the control and being pushed by
(lly, per week,
$1 00
Oidly, per month, by carrier
David Bennett Hill.
71
txlly per month, by mall
4
00
The mole of St. Nicholas Liar of
rIly, six months, by mall
7 60 Spanish-Americawar fame, has eviDally, one year, by mail
2 00
Cully, three months, by mall
dently been transferred to St. Peters25 burg. In
Weekly, per month
reading the war dispatches
76 from the Russian
capital, one is bound
relrly, per quarter
1 00 to assume also that the
fellow has
Keekly, six months
2 00 greatly improved in lying and in sendWeekly, per year
ing false reports.
n

The common council of this city

SECURITY COMPANY BONDS FOR
NEW MEXICO OFFICIALS.
the New Mexicans esteemed contemporary, the Las Vegas Optic, falls
in line in the right this paper has been
making for the enactment of a law
providing that reliable security company bonds should be furnished by ter
ritorial and county officials, having the
custody of public funds. An editorial
in a recent issue of that paper says:
"The next legislature should pass a
law requiring all territorial and county
officers to place their bonds with a
trust or guarantee company. It is true
that such a measure was prepared for
introduction at the last session, if we
mistake not, by H. H. Howard, of San
Mareial, but such opposition developed
that the bill succeeded in getting itself
lost. And what do the people think
was the cause of the bitter opposition
displayed? Nothing more or less than
the fact that a whole lot of New Mexico officers couldn't have got a trust
company to accept their bonds under
any condition. If that isn't the best
reason on earth why we ought to have
such a law, we are willing to be enIn no other way can the
lightened.
parsonnel of our county officers be so
much improved as by passing such a
law as suggested. And in no way can
we insure ourselves so effectually
against the bad name that comes to
all the Territory when now and again
some office holder is found to have appropriated the public funds to his own
use. The cases in New Mexico during
the past year alone, foot up half a dozen. And where an official, bonded in
a trust company goes wrong in rare instances, he is much more likely to suffer the consequences of his misdeeds
than where his friends and neighbors
are the men behind him."

con-

tains some very estimable citizens and
the New Mexican desires to impress
upon them that the people of this city
demand some action in the matter of
the extension of sidewalks and crossings. Discussing the subject means
very little. Action is what is

OXFORD CLUB
A

Has on hand a constant sepprr of
the finest brands f
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All the Popular Games.
0 S6

Nightmare

Gives point to the fact that excessive or
irregular eating disturbs the digestion.
Nightmare or night hag has it's day time
correspondence in the undue fullness
after eating, with the belchings and sour
or bitter rising so often experienced after
too hasty or too hearty eating.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
cures dyspepsia and other diseases of the
stomach and its allied organs of digestion and nutrition. When these diseases
are cured, the whole body shares in the
increased strength derived from food
properly digested and perfectly assimilated.
Your Golden Medical Discovery ' and Dr.
Catarrh Remedy have been of great
Sage's to
benefit me." writes (Prof ) Pleasant A. Oliver,
of Viola, Fulton Co., Ark. "Before I used the
above mentioned remedies my sleep was not
sound
digestion bad : a continued feeling of
misery. I now feel like a new man. Any one
in need of medical treatment for nasal catarrh
conld do no better than to take treatment of
I know his medicines
are all
Dr. R. V. Pierce
right iu this class of diseases."
Sometimes a dealer tempted by the
little more profit paid on the sale of less
meritorious medicines will offer the customer a substitute as being "just as
good" as the "Discovery." It is beUer
for him because it pays better, but it is
not as good for you, if you want the
medicine that has cured others, and
which you believe will cure you.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cleanse
the clogged system from accumulated
;

The managers of several of the biggest trusts in the country are becomThey believe in get- impurities.
ing
ting candidates for offices friendly to
them on the Republican and DemoMr. Bryan says that he will not be
cratic tickets whenever and wherever backward in telling the truth at the St.
possible. This is what they consider Louis Democratic convention. That
and for the bene- will be interesting indeed.
strictly
fit of the dear people.
Uncle Joe Cannon has been long
The beef and grocery trusts are aidenough in politics to know a political
efin
into
putting
ing the physicians
or two and hence would rather
fect the dictum recently uttered by the thing
remain
speaker of the House, than
medical profession that people must hold
other office.
any
trusts
not eat too much. These
always
careful of the best interests of the
How's This?
people have put the price of beef and
We Offer One Hundred Dollar RewariMor
other necessities up so high that peo
any ease of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
ple must nolens volens eat less.
Hall"s Catarrh Cure.
F. J CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. 0,
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
John Alexander Dowie, the Windy Cheney
for the lsst lii years, and believe him
honorable iu all business traniae-- t
City prophet has been traveling all ov- perfectly
ions and financially able to carry out any
er the world to find a new habitation. obligations
made by this Arm.
Wald ng. Kinn N & Mkvin,
Instead, he found that people didn't
Wholesale
Drupgists. Toledo. O.
want him, hence he will have to reHall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
to
blood and mucous
satisfied
the
are
turn to Chicago as they
acting directly upon
of the system. Testimonials sent
have all kinds of freaks there, indeed surfaces
Sold by all
75
bottle.
cents
free. Price
per
Druggists.
they seem to be proud of them.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
David B. Hill says that
this talk of Mayor George B. McClellan
Away ahead of all at Bon To
of New York for the Democratic nomi
is gas.
nation for the presidency
HANNA INSURANCE AGENCY,
Should he be nominated, the chances Writes Fire, Life and Accident Insurfor his election will also be found to
ance.
be gaseous and will never materialize Room 15, Catron Block.
'Phone 71.
into a solid fact.
Good eating at the Bon Ton.
They are discussing the Monroe doc
save
trine in Germany. They might
Reduced rates from all points all the
themselves this trouble. The Monroe
to Cloudcroft. "Ask the ticket
doctrine is here to stay, regardless of time
agent."
of
the criticisms and hallucinations
RODEY'S RECORD IN THE LAST German professors and officials. It is
Keep your business ever before the
SESSION.
very short and easily understood.
in your home
The New Mexican is gratified to "Hands off the North and South Ameri public byA advertising
a. 'ways has
advertiser
paper.
good
can
continents."
present, to the people of the Territory,
8 iccess in any honest enterprise.
the good record made by Delegate B. S.
The personal
fight by Democratic
Rodey, in the recent session of ConWomen
gress. There is but one thing upon newspapers and speakers on President
which the delegate's conduct can be Roosevelt is becoming quite bitter and
Who are nervous, pale, weak and fretcriticized and that is the change from venomous. This is a strong indication
afraid
that ful, can be made rosy, strong and
his advocacy of single statehood for that they are very much
New Mexico to that of joint statehood the certainty of Mr. Roosevelt's elec-fo- r
hearty by the use of Palmo Tablets.
New Mexico and Arizona. The tion to the presidency is becoming
New Mexican believes that in this he stronger daily,
They make you look and feel years
5SS
made a mistake and did not act in ac- younger.
Money back if not satiscordance with the sentiment of the
Some of the New Mexico Democrats
majority of the people and of those are already parceling out territorial
factory. 50 cents. Book Free.
who elected him to the honorable posi- - iand federal offices in the expectation
con-;
tion he now holds. This may be
of Democratic presidential success in
At Ireland's Pharmacy.
sidered by some quite natural, as he is November. They are selling the bear
evidently influenced by some local sen- skin before the animal has been killed.
timent existing in Albuquerque upon This is generally not good practice.
this matter. However, the people by
a vast majority are against the joint
Senator Aldrich of Rhode Island, it
statehood proposition, especially as js claimed, is the champion golf player
"Hrfatherbadbeen a sufferer from sick headaehn
presented in the statehood bill now 0f the United States Senate. Nothing for
the last twenty five years and never found any
pending in the United States Senate. js sajd about poker. It is likely that relief nnttl he
began taking your Cascarets. Since
has began taking Cascarets he has never bad
Upon all other matters, which were at- - there are so many good poker players be
headache.
the
have entirely cored him.
tended to by the delegate during the jn that body that it is a hard thing to Cascarets do whatThey
you recommend them to do. I
rewill
session just closed, he has done
give you the privilege of using bis name."
name the champion.
E.M. Dickson, 1120 Resiner St., W.Indianapolis, lnd.
markably well for the people of the
Territory and has acted in accordance
The President will in all likelihood
Best For
with their wishes and for the best ini
Tl. o
a citizen of New Mexico to be
appoint
terest of this commonwealth.
associate justice of the Territorial Supreme Court if the powers that be can
The city board of education did well get together and agree upon one candiCANDY CATHARTIC
at its meeting Monday evening last in date. Hence the New Mexican's advice
adopting resolutions for the speedy dis- is "flock together."
position of the tracts of land in the
Fort Marcy donation not necessary for
The members of Congress who have
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent. Taste Good, Do Good.
school purposes. The way to do is to
home and have found that they, Never
gone
Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 25c, 50c. Never
old in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C 0.
do and the board acted upon this max- are sure of renomination, are feeling
Guaranteed to cure or your money back.
means
the
This
im at that meeting.
good. Those who will be left out in
Co., Chicago or N.Y. 598
Sterling
board deserves so far the approval of the cold, would have preferred to stay ANNUAL Remedy
TEN MILLION BOXES
SALE,
town.
Let
of
this
citizens
the good
in Washington. This is politics.
the board keep on. It is an evident fact
that new and modern school buildings
The latest trust formed is the
are a prime necessity to this city and
"noodle
trust." This is one of the
as
for
quickhence should be provided
combinations where a good deal of
room
for
is
no
There
as
possible.
ly
of one kind but not so very
argument here. The board of educa- dough
much
of
the other will be necessary.
is
and
tion seems to understand this

SAN FRANCISCO 8T., SANTA

J. E Lacome,

FE,

N. M.

0

Popieto

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and Tobaccos
California Wines, Rhine Wines and Native Wines.
G. F. Keublein & Bro's. Cocktails all ready for use,
Avondale Club Whiskey, Silver Creek Whiskey,
Family Trade a Specialty

t
From one dozei to fifty copI?
the New Mexican are sent out dallj
to enquiries and applicants concern
ing Santa Fe. This is the very best
kind of advertisement and is bearing
good fruit, as the large number of
s
in the city
tourist and
abundantly shows.

General Kuropatkin's forecasts of
what he would do with the Japanese
when he commenced to fight on land,
have not yet been verified. In a recent serious battle between the contending armies, in which the casualties were quite heavy on both sides,
the Japanese gained a decided success,
'The Grand Canon of Arizona," a
drove the Russians from their strongIllustrated volume of 124 pat;,
superbly
and
captured
entrenched
positions
ly
eg.
cent! a copy. Apply to H. S
Fifty
and
with
caissons
26 quick firing guns
their horses. General Kuropatkin had Lutz, city agent of the Atchison, Caand Santa Fe Railway in the
best get a move on if he wants to be of
tron Block.
mmr goo in the present war.

THE

Cuisine and To'
Service Un.icol

REMEDY

health-seeker-

To-pek-

a

IAM

Ballard-Sao-

w

M(NID

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

Practices in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Sao
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.
EDWARD C. WADE,
.

Attorney-at-Law-

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty."
NEW MEXICO.

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney-at-La-

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices" in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme
Court In Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.

w.

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

2

flm renders double the serviceA

jjk

M

CggSfibgF'lC

A

of any other writing

M

SjPlf

5

DR. C. N. LORD.
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
Store. South Side of Plaza.
C. O. HARRISON, D. D. S.,
Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.

On the Plaza.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

NEW MEXICAN

Civil Engineers

PRINTING COMPANY; Dealers, Santa Fe, N. M.

EL PASO BOOTS
Texas

r

Pacific Railway

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Stenography

&

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,

Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151
Notary Public, Stenographer snd Type

writer. Translations

From Spanish into tint lish and from
English into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
Building. FRANCISCO DBLGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Cloudcroft, "Nature's Roof Garden."
Season June 18 to September 30, 1904.

trouble to aatyer questions"

'No

J

NIGHT EXPRESS

NEW

'

saS&a
1

I

L.V-- L

ill

.JU--

-

NFW
l

Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m. Mountain Time.
This handsome solid vestlbuled train i Direct connections made for all points
New Orleans, Shreve-- North, East and Southeast.
For schedules, rates and other in- port and St. Louis without change,
Carries through sleepers Los Angeles formation ca.. on or address,
to Chicago and intermediate
points.

runs through to

1

R. W. CURTIS

Southwestern Passenger Agent

Liniment Co

For Sale By
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
Santa Fe, N. M.

Las Cruces, New Mexico,

District attorney for Dona Ana Otero,
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties!
Third Judicial District.

,

j
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chronle
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m.,
p. m. Phone 15&

SV

X. LOUIS). MO.

H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Attorney-at-La-

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Juan.
New Mexico
Seats Fe

Or IMITATIONS.
ONLY

WILLIAM

N. M.

Practices la the Supreme and DintrteT
Court. Mining and Land Law a specialty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

WILLIAM VAUOKH, PROP.

THE CHILDREN'S FAVORITE TONIC
TNZ OIMUINI

.

A. B. RENBHAN,

The Palace Hotel

GUARANTEED

WORM

Attorney-at-Law-

Practice in all the Courts, Taos,

LAS CRUCES,

FINE BAR, BILLIARD TABLES AND CLUB ROOMS.
No. 210 Don Gaspar Avenue
Telephone No. 6.

Througbotn.

Palace Ave.

E. C. ABBOTT,

and Imported

vated and Relui- -

M.

Attorney-at-Law- .

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON, Props.

LWrCOJwto

acting accordingly.

,

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, K. M.,
Land and mining business a
specialty.

HEADACHE

Cream Vermifuge

EUGENE A. FISKE,
Attorney and Counselor at Law
Santa Fe, N.' M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.

WILLIAM McKEAN

THE ST. ELMO CLUB

V

it.

v.

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Room 16 Catron Block.
Phone 71.

Office Sena Block.

for,

ePinsMo

Fe,

EDWARD L. BARTLBTT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol.

Attorney-at-Law-

aasflsV
E. T. REED &CO, Rochester, N. Y., Ladies' Fine Shoes
VENOR & MONTGOMERY, Rochester, N. Y., Children
and Misses' Shoes.
LEWIS A. CROSSETT, North Abington, Men's Fine
Guarantee with every pair.
Shoes.

n

WHITE'S

iit-- u.

BENJAMIN M. READ,

ADOLPH SELIGMAN

Dealers in AH Kinds

aw.

MAX. FROST,

at Law,

Attorney

Santa Fe, N.

Sole cogent

CARDS.
'

Attorneys at

EL PASO,

Ir. 6. LEONARD
Traveling Passenger Agent
,

EL PASO, TEXAS

TEXAS

B. P. TTJR.NKR
Cm. Passenger and Ticket Agent
DALLAS, TEXAS

Try a New Mexican want "ad."
First class short order meals at the

Bon Ton.

3

Santa Ft New Mexican, Wednesday, May 4, 1904.
CAN'T KEEP IT UT.

NEW MEXICO'S

Can't Deceive Santa Fe People Very

Long They Learn Quickly.
sometimes an easy matter t"
fool the public, but you can't keep U
Up very long.
They are sure to find
you out; and every time a man is fooled another skepc is made. We are
naturally skeptical when reading a
published statement given by some
stranger residing in a
place,
but the circumstances are entirely
when home endorsement is presented. The testimony of local citizens renders deceit impossible. It is
eo easy for, you to investigate. Read
It

)

far-awa- y

dii-fere-

this rase:

Eustbio Escudero,

hack

driver, of

Griffin st., says: "I cannot exactly say
how long it is since I first noticed that

I was subject to back ache,
must be nearly three years.

but
it
It never

was sufficiently painful to lay me up,

but it worried me considerably every

now and then. Noticing Doan's Kidney Pills advertised to stop backache
and other symptons of kidney complaint, led me to reason if this remedy
performed half what it promises, it
might at least help and I went to Ireland's Pharmacy for a box. It fulfilled
Its promises to the letter, for the backache stopped."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts.
Foster Miilburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States. Remember the name, Loan's, and take no
The "Wabash Railroad has just issued a handsome illustrated World's
Fair pamphlet containing a three color
map of St. Louis and the fair grounds
nd hall tone views of the principal
buildings. A copy free upon request.
P. P. Hitchcock, G. A. P. D Denver,
Colorado.

"what's bred in the bone

STATE-HOO- D

FlflGT AND

WILL OUT IN THE FLESH

THOSE WflO LEAD IT

Is true of mankind

as well as lower animals. We do not expect blooded stock from common sires, physical giants from
dwarfs and midgets, nor
robust children from
tainted
and
ancestors
parents. It is contrary to the
Be laws of nature and sickly which
are inviolable, unchangeheredity,
able
and
fixed.
One
Children not only inherit the features, form and disposition of their parents, but the mental and physical qualities,
infirmities and diseases as well. That certain diseases are
transmitted from parents to children, are bred in the bone
and handed down from one generation to another, can not
for we see evidences of it every where and every day.
Consolida- be denied,
SCROFULA, a disease almost as fatal as Consumption, is a
disease of the blood, is bred in the bone and will out in the flesh in
the form of glandular swellings, deep abscesses and sores, boils
and eruptions.
It affects the eyes and ears, weakens the digestion
and destroys the red corpuscles and solids of the blood, resulting in
several and historic Territory into the projectThe Chicago
weeks ago sent a member of its editor- ed state of Arizona.
emaciation, stunted growth and poorly nourished bodies.
After more than half a century of
ial staff to New Mexico and Arizona to
RHEUMATISM is handed down from gouty ancestors and
sound public sentiment upon the
waiting and struggling for "the enjoysement of all the rights of citizens of the rheumatic parents. The acid poisons in the blood that cause the
question. F. H. Adams was
lected by that great newspaper, the United States, according to the princisharp, shooting pains in muscles and joints have been there may be
most influential Republican journal ples of the" constitution," the citizens rrom
birth, and exposure to bad weather, night air, or cold, easterly
west of the Alleghenies, if not in the of New Mexico are confronted with the
The blood must be purified and
United States, and he went about his alternative of waiting still longer for winds only hastens the attack by exciting the acid blood.
It was not a what they believe to be their inalientask most thoroughly.
the poisons filtered out of the system in order to get relief from this painful disease.
able rights or losing their identity by
CATARRH is something more than a cold in the head; the poison extends into the
visit but a painstaking investigation becoming a part of a state to be formed
Throat
and Lungs, attacks the Stomach, Kidneys and Bladder, and every part of the systhat has covered several weeks. As a by annexing them to a territory that
takwas
one
a
has
tem.
at
time
but
We
inherit a predisposition or tendency to Catarrh, just like other blood diseases; it is
of
their
the
county
Chicago
result,
en a stand for statehood but against own domain.
bred in the bone and can not be reached with sprays and salves, but requires constitutional
New Mexicans Are Loyal.
the proposed union of New Mexico and
disease-tainte- d
blood.
"Better no statehood than at such a treatment and a thorough cleansing of the
Arizona. Mr. Adams is embodying thfl
evresults of his investigation in a series price," is the expression heard on
U CONTAGIOUS BLOOD POISON is responsible for more suffering than all other
of
illustrated articles which ery hand in New Mexico today. The diseases combined, and none is so
surely transmitted from parent to child. Fearful ulcers
are appearing in the Sunday edition people are proud of their Territvj
and
and
sores
skin
disgusting
eruptions often break out in infancy, and those whose blood is
of the Chicago
writing they are proud of its illustrious past, of
its energetic present, and its glorious tainted with this awful poison are handicapped from birth, and unless the poison is eradithese articles in Santa Fe. The
reproduces a comprehensive future. To be a part of the sta'e of cated carry the taint through life.
synopsis of the second article today, as A" izona to them is but an attempt to
CANCEROUS ULCERS and old sores seem to pursue some families through genmake the tail wag the dog.
follows:
and in spite of washes, salves and ointments, continue to spread and grow beerations,
That the people of New Mexico will
We, the people of New Mexico, gratename
not
submit
this
loss
of
to
cause
their
the
taint is in the blood ; is bred in the bone and grounded in the flesh.
liberful to Divine Providence for the
Once
ties we enjoy, in order to form a more without a struggle is
Nothing but a real blood remedy like S. S. S. can reach these deeply rooted, inborn
were threatened with a
perfect and substantial government before they
diseases.
It goes to the fountain source of the trouble, uproots the old taint, drives out
and promote the general welfare, do or- dismemberment of their Territory,
the
movement
a
was
in
1848, there
when,
poisons that have been lurking in the blood for years, and tones up the weakly constitution.
dain and establish this constitution
a
state
to
of
on
it
foot
the
make
part
S. S. S. reaches diseases of this character that no other medicine does or can.
It has
Art. I, Section 1 The name of this
of Texas. The appeal to Congress at been tested
of
in
state shall be "New Mexico."
thousands
cases
of
the
its
and
its
fifty
existence,
years
during
nearly
reputa
that time rang true and patriotic.
Fifteen years ago at Santa Fe the They demanded that their domain be
tion as a cure tor chronic blood troubles is firmly established.
above preamble and opening section made the home of free men and proS. S. S. is guaranteed purely vegetable and suited to
was adopted by the constitutional con- tested against an affiliation with Texas
old
and young and persons of delicate constitution. If you
Mexico.
New
of
of
vention
the citizens
in these words:
have inherited a predisposition or tendency to some family
Today there is pending before Con"We do not desire to have domestic
gress a bill approved by the House of slavery within our borders, and until
taint, the sooner you begin a course of S. S. S. the quicker
Representatives and awaiting 'he ac- the time shall arrive for admission to
and more certain the cure. The disease may develop
tion of the Senate to merge this- great the United States we desire to be proin childhood or later on in life, but is sure to make its ap
tected by Congress against the intro"
duction of slaves into the Territory."
for
what is bred in the bone will out in the flesh," as sure as you live.
pearance sometime,
Both Territories Unwilling.
Our physicians make diseases of the blood and skin a special study. Write us all
So today the people of New Mexico
stand ready to defend the integrity of about your case, and medical advice or any special information desired will cost you nothing.
THE StWfFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
their domain. Better no statehood,
well-develope-

d,

Both Territories Are Unwilling to
Commonwealth
Joined Into
The Chicago Inter Ocean 6ives
Strong and Cogent Reasons
Against the Proposed

tion.

Inter-Ocea-

n

stats-hoo-

Inter-Ocea-

d

n

half-pag-

A

Startling Test.

To save a life, Dr. T. G. Merritt, of
No. Mehoopany, Pa., made a startling
test resulting in a'wonderful cure.
He writes, "a p." tient was attacked
caused
with violent hemorrhages,
by ulceration of the stomach. I had
often found Electric Bitters excellent
for acute stomach and liver troubles so
I prescribed them. The patient gained
from the first, and has not had an attack in 14 months." Electric Bitters
are positively guaranteed for Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Constipation and Kidney troubles. Try them. Only 50c at
Fischer Drug Company.
lunch counter at Bon Ton.
Sick headache results from a disor-

dered stomach and is quickly cured by
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. For sale by all druggists.

,

Inter-Ocea-

self-eviden- t.

:

-

they say, than statehood under such

J

First
Made to Supply
a Need

J

w

Jk
1

tremo
ife

J

Cigar
Now Made to Supply M

V

a Demand-s- c

Mora than a Million Sold
Day

k

WFA

conditions.

Neither Arizona nor New Mexico
would submit to a joining of the two
territories. The sop thrown to Arizona
in giving her the name and to New Mexico the capital of the proposed state
will not satisfy either. That an attempt to ratify a constitution under
such a bill would be overwhelmingly
defeated when it came up for a vote
in the two territories is affirmed by
leaders in both territories.
The joining of the territories would
give the proposed state of Arizona a
domain of 235,000 square miles, only
30,000 less than the Empire State of
Texas. It would make it a state of
distances that it
such magnificent
could not be molded into a homogeneous commonwealth in e century. Straddling as it would the continental divide
one-hal- f
on the east and the other on
the west of the great backbone of the
Rocky Mountains, it would have places
so isolated from one another that there
could be no intercourse between communities.
Both peoples have their pride of locality and resent the idea of being
merged with another territory. The
settlements of New Mexico are many
of them old and historic. Those of Arizona are all of the last 30 years. They
are settled mostly by people of the
east, northeast and south. In New
s
of the people are of
Mexico
Spanish or Mexican descent. Neither
of them want to join with the other.
And that the majority of the citizens
of both territories, especially of New
Mexico, would prefer to remain in the
humiliating position they are now in
than consent to be joined is only too

for cooking:

A Society Belle of London Canada.

ioc
1"

ii,r

v nr a OTT17T T

of London, Ontario,
Tan. ViAn.uH- -

fill prirl who knows what
Buffering is and Wine of
Cardui has brought her back
to health. She is one of the
social favorites of her home
and her recovery to health
has permitted her to enjoy
the company of her many
mm May
friends instead of lying on
a bed of sickness and suffering. For
the health she now enjoys she gives
credit to Wine of Cardui. She writes:
"I have found Wine of Cardui an excellent remedy for female trouble. I suffered
for three years with terrible bearing-dowcould
pains at the menstrual period. I
hardly stand on my feet and was never
real well. Wine of Cardui was the only
medicine that I could depend on to do me
any good, as I tried several with no suc- I
cess. Vine of Cardui cured me and
hv-- now enjoysi perfect health for two
credit for I
years, and give you all the
know you deserve it."
For a young girl Wine of Cardui is
the bet remedy to guide her through
' woma uhood by starting the menstrual
:

a healthy and nat
ural manner. Menstruation
started right is very easy to
keep regular through the
years of mature womanhood.
Then the "change of life"
need not be feared. Thus
Wine of Cardui is woman's
best relief from youth to
old age. A million women
have secured blessed relief
Markell.
from their sufferings by tak
ing this treatment. It relieves menstrual troubles in an incredibly "short
time. In a simple case of deranged
menses Wine of Cardan never fails. To
relieve disordered menses is to remove
the cause of other female troubles. Any
physician will tell you that to remove
the cause of a disease renders the cure
easy, in fact seldom fails to complete
the cure. If you would have the same
relief which Miss Markell secured try
Wine of Cardui. You can take it without an examination and without any
publicity whatever. You can take it in
the privacy of your home and secure
just as much benefit as if a doctor had
prescribed it for you. Thousands of women are feeling the vigor of returning
health by taking Wine of Cardui.

WINEofCARDV!

flow in

Put the Food dry in a stewpan, add a little salt, cover
for four minutes; stir constantly to prevent lumping.
tood ever eaten can compare with it in deliciousness
grain of the wheat in a hygienic and cleanly manner.
influence a natural daily

Palatable

A million suffering women
have found relief in
Wine of Cardui.

!

with boiling hot milk; put on the fire, let it boil
Serve hot with cream and sugar. No breakfast
and nourishment. A Food made from the whole
Every one who will continue its use will find it to
action of the bowels.

Easy of Digestion and Ready to Eat

Nutritious
My signature on

f

SSJ't

wiry pocioii'.

151

y

Dr Price, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extracts.
A cook book containing 76 oxocllent reeeipts for using tr.e food maiicd frae to any address.
FOR SALE BY LEADING GROQERS.

rtsJ by PRECE OEBW. PjOT CftMP&MY, Chicago, Illinois,

true.

But New Mexico will go on in her
fight for statehood. Her people believe
with a faith that is unalterable, that
they are entitled to this by right of
the resolution of Congress drawn in
reference to the northwest territory,
and afterward applied to all the country southwest of the Ohio River that
when a territory has 60,000 free inhabitants, it should be admitted as a state,
and also under the stipulations of the
treaty with Mexico. They also believe
that all their traditions, the pride of
ancestry, the glorious deeds of their
forefathers, the record of political and
personal liberty, shall not be wiped
out and the name of New Mexico become a matter of history.
They see nothing in the opposition
to the admission of New Mexico but
their beloved Territory made a sacri-flee to the game of higher politics. They
believe that if they could come into
the union and waive the privilege
of
'
having two. United States Senators,
they would be admitted.

s

WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

two-fifth-

MISS MAY MARKELL,

OUSt RECEIPT

PALME

Quick Arrest.
J. A. Gulledge, of Verbena, Ala., was
twice in the hospital from a severe case
of piles causing 24 tumors. After doctors and all remedies failed, Bucklen's
Arnica Salve quickly arrested further
inflammation and cured him. It conquers and kills pain. 25c. at Fischer
Drug Co.
Notice for Publica ion.
(Homestead Entry No.

HZEILTIRir IKZICIEC

asSSS fob

Lemp's St. Louts Beet

ALL KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
The Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.

j j j

Guadalupe Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

Phone No. 38.

1718.)

Department of the Interior.

Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M May 3, 1904.
Notice li hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his Intention
to make final proof in support of his claim,
nnd that said proof will be made before the
Register or Receiver at Santa Pe. N M on
June IS. 190. viz: Harry Wiley for the nw'i
section 11, township
soy, swM. neH,
north, range 2 ea st. He names the follow
hig witnesses to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of sld land, vis:
Wni Sparks, of Willis. N. M.. Bonifacio Sandoval, H.S Arnold. Frank Emmerson all of
Pecos N. M,
Manuel R.Otero. Eejrster
V

1

ne.

--

MADE YOUNG AGAIN.

"One of Dr. King's New Life Pills
each night for two weeks has put me in
New Mexico Leads in Population.
my 'teens' again" writes D. H. Turner
They go back into the history of the of Dempseytown, Pa. They're the best
admission of the territories and see in the world for Liver, Stomach and
Never
Purelv vpstp table.
that they have an equal, If not greater Rowels.
Continued on Page Six.
gripe, only 25cat Fischer Drug co.

CHARLES WDUDROW,

LUMBER

- SASH -

DOORS

All Kinds of Building Material.

CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CERRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
.

Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Hani Everything that la Movable.

PKn

35 Santa Fe

Branch Office and Yards Cerriftos, N.

M

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, May 4, 1904.
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Grand Bargain Sale
50c. on $ .00.
the entire line of sam

We bought

pies of CARSON, P1RIE, SCOTT & CO.
of Chicago, consisting of Ladies' Shirt
Waists, Dress Skirts, Walking Skirts,
Wrappers, Child's Dresses
Petticoats,
mm
and Ladies Belts, uon t miss your
opportunity. Come at once. They
will not last long.
SIM 8 HUSH DM
Phone
art

mm

WV

ri

249-25-

r

r

3

SAN FRANCISCO ST.
No. 108

ed and has joined the residents at the
Snnmount Tent City. He found it
rather hot in the Arizona capital and
came to get the benefits of Santa Fe's
cool and invigorating spring climate.
Vernon Hurdon, son of one of the
most prominent business men .of
Minnesota, is an arrival in the
has taken up his residence at
and
city
the Sunmount Tent City. The young
man is here for the benefit of his
health.
Miss Mary E. Thompson, matron at
the U. S. Industrial Indian School, resigned and left yesterday for her home
in Indiana via Denver, 'where she will,
visit relatives for the time being.
Miss Thompson has entirely severed
her connection with the Indian service.
Mrs. W, P. Parmentier of Indianapolis, arrived in the city yesterday and
at once took up her residence at the
Sunmount Tent City. She spent part
of the winter in Los Angeles, Califor
nia, but as she received no material
benefits, therefrom, concluded to try
Santa Fe's climate and a Tent City so
journ.
Du-lut-

MORE STRIKE

BREAKERS ARRIVE
St

fji

JEWELRY

DIAMONDS
A TOLL LINK

ofaetorer ot

'

WATCHES, CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE, ETC.

JBEXBfl

FIUfiflEE JEWELBY

AI.I. KINDS OF DESIGNS IN
ee Fob Chains,

filigree

Neck Chains,

Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree Brooch Pins.

Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card Cases,

South Side Plaza - Santa Fe
Fresh Fruits in Season!

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

FRUITS AND FLO WEES
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.

'"'r

FLOWERS A SPECIALTY mm
DECORATIONS

WEDDING BOUQUETS

J J J

M

J

J

J Jt J

INCORPORATED 1903

Have You Eve
TRIED

A

!

PAIR OF

UTZ & DUNN SHOES?
For Style, Comfort and Durability They Cannot Be Beat.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEwTilNE
We

Carry a Complete Line of

Shoes, Oxford Ties and Slippers
For Ladies, Misses and Children.
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED

!

non-unio-

O. W. McGulre, traveling salesman
Chicago, was in the city today calling

of

on his trade.
Mrs. Gaston Woolverton (if Estancia
is in the capital, the guest of Mrs.
Hooker on the south side.
W. D. Lee, General Manager of the
Santa Fe Central, left this morning on
an olllcial trip over that line.
Most Rev. Archbishop l'eter Botir-gad- e
returned yesterday from Denver,
where he had been for a week on church

Seipan

Bros. Co.

P. O. BOX 219.

PHONE NO. 36.

San Francisco St.
Telephone 26.
business.
Attorney Julius Staab, of Albuquerque, who has been in the city several
days oii business, returned to his home
this morning.
O-BOCE-ES
Misses Zina l'urdy and M. l'nrdy.
who have been visiting friends in the
city fcr some weeks, left last night for
their home in Oklahoma.
Mr. and Mrs. George Wright and
child of Golden arrived in town yesterday to ohtain medical attendance for the
child who is seriously 1)1.
Mr. and Mrs. David S. Lowiizki, who
A NEW CAR JUST IN.
were married yesterday evening at 5:30
Do you want absolute success with all
o'clock, left last night at 9 o'clock on
their wedding tour to New York ;ind
your baking? The Finest of bread7
other eastern cities.
SUIT TO RECOVER PROPERTY.
USE BOSS PATENT FLOUR.
Rabbi Jacob H. Kaplian. who was in
The
very finest ever made anywhere.
the cltv yesterday to perform the wed Brought By Maria Zenobia Valdez
Lowitzki-LevOur guarantee with every sack.
ding ceremony at the
Against Her Father for Share of
Mother's Estate.
marriage returned to his home in Albu
We not only say that it is the best but
Marie Zenobia Valdez, through her
querque last night.
so does everybody that ever used It.
Miss Bertha Hamblen, who has been attorney B. M. Read has filed a suit in
CounArriba
Rio
for
Court
District
the
50 LBS. BOSS, $1.50.
teaching school at Los Lunas, in Vilen
Antonio Valdez,
cia County, was the guest of friends in ty against her father,
to recover the sum of $4,000 which she
50 LBS. CRYSTAL, $1.40
the city yesterday, while enroute to her claims as
her share of the estate of
All
the
Bread
that we sell is made
home in Manassa, Colorado.
her deceased mother Marie Dolores
F. IS. DeGaruio, Assistant Superinten
PATENT FLOUR.. Trv
copvkioh; from BOSS
.
Jaramillo, wife of Antonio Valdez. Mrs.
j
dent of the fourth division of the Den Valdez died on the eighth of last March
some and see how good It is.
to
in
death
ver and Rio Grande, was In the city yes at Coyote. Previous
her
We have a limited supply of the finest MACKEREL that have ever
terday on an inspection tour. He re the last days of her illness, her husbeen brought to town EXCEPTING NONE a little better than
a
to
deed
him
make
band
induced
her
turned to Alamosa this morning.
the best.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Swayze, of Glen of conveyance and bill of sale of her
NEW YORK STATE BUCKWHEAT.
ESPANOLA HONEY.
to the estate. It is claimed
entire
right
PRIMROSE and BELLE SPRI NGS BUTTER.
Woody, who were visitors In the city that she was out of her mind at the
last night, left this morning over the time of
making out the papers. This
Santa Fe Central for the mines of the act
practically disinherited the daughter. The daughter is now endeavoring
Sunny Slope Company at San l'edro.
The following tourists spent yesterday to have the deed set aside, and to sein the citv viewing points of interest cure her half of the estate. The enMr. and Mrs. C. J. Lynn, Adrian. Michi tire estate is valued at about $10,000.
gan; J. De L. Van Planck and Miss Van
Planck, Fishkill On The Hudson, New
York and Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Hand of
Good tea, good coffee, best
St. Louis.
r,
best flavoring
Harry Wiley left this morning for baking-powdeArnold s ranch on the upper Pecos,
extracts, best spices, pure soda,
WHOLESALE
where he will spend a few weeks.
Rev. W. R. Dye went to Albuquerque at fair
and
prices and moneyback.
today to attend the Episcopal convo
cation which meets in that city this
RETAIL
Schilling's Best, at your
week.
DEALER IN
Victor Giron and Encarnacion Sala- - procer's.
zar, two ranchmen from Pojoaque,
were in the city today buying provi
Finest line can tobaccos and French
sions.
Briar and Meerschaum pipes at Digneo
David White, locating engineer for & Napoleon's,
the United States land commission
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN 8ANTA FE. N. M.
left yesterday for a trip to Trinidad,
Our Motto Genuine
Colorado.
94.
forfeit prices.
P. B. Baca of Santa Rosa, was a vis- Wine Store."
itor in the city today. He is the editor of La Vox. Publica, published at
Santa Rosa.
Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton
J. S. CANDELARIO.
James B. Reed, an employe of the
301 and 303 San Francisco Street.
First National Bank, who has been
quite ill at his home on Cathedral
A.
Street for some time, is now able to be
Southeast Cor.
aas Retail Dealer la
around again.
Mrs. Julia E. Woody and son, T. F.
Shows pretty assortment of Belts,
Woody, of Glenwoody, were business
visitors in the city today. They will Fancy Collars, etc., Kid Gloves
leave tomorrow morning via the Den- both in finished and unfinished
The beat place to buy Navajo Blanket, Indian and
ver & Rio Grande for their home.
line. Carry good line of EmbroidMasfeaa Pottery, Katies front the Cliff Dwelling
Mrs. J. H. Sloan leaves on the Den- ery Silks. Pillow Tops, Cords and
Iadtoa Baskets, la fact alt aorta of Carlos of India
ver & Rio Grande train tomorrow Tassels for same. I have just re41
Banks eaa aw foana at Our Store
morning for the east to be away all ceived another consignment of the
summer. She will visit, at some time latest Styles in Ready-to-Weduring her trip, her brother who is Sta- Hats, also Children's and Misses'
RAFFIA, REEDS, BEADS, for Indian Basketry.
tioned at Fort Riley, Kansas.
Leghorn Plats.
BEAUTIFUL MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.
John C. Koukal of Chicago, who has
oeen spending tne winter in rnoemx, I
. O. BOX 340
SANTA FE. N. M
:
Arizona, for health reasons has arriv--

Boss

d

The Clarendon Garden
mm

j j jt j j

on Locomotives Retarded Some
what But Order is Coming Out of
Chaos in Albuquerque Shops.
men arrived
Tuesday 105
in Albuquerque and were quartered in
the Santa Fe shops. A party ot boiler
makers arrived from the west. A union
man was discovered among the bunch
of men who arrived and he was ejected from the shops. He went down
town and became intoxicated and returned to the shops and displayed his
union card. He was forcibly put out
again, t he local management or tne
hops in Albuquerque states that every
man who enters the service of the railway at this time does so with the full
tnowledge of where he is going and
for what, purpose. The stories from
various places that men are deceived
the rankest falsehood. Men are
anxious to take the places and It was
necessary to wire past for them to
end no more.
The work on the locomotives was
somewhat for the handy men
were not like expert machinists, but
irder is coming but of chaos and af
fairs will move in better shape now.
The men are all willing and there are
men and mechanmany good,
ics among them. A number of maehin- St and boiler makers were sent west
Monday and will be distributed along
the coast lines.

J Work

PERSONAL MENTION

ESTABLISHED I856

Patent Flour

k

y

FLORAL DESIGNS
40

Telephone No. la

e?

P. O. Box 457

4B

NEXT!!

.

are now ready to supply
your wants for the Summer season.
THE VERY LATEST styles in Wen's Summer headgear have arrived.
FINE SHIRTS for the coming season are
now unpacked and awaiting your inspec-

GENTLEMEN, We

tion.

DON'T FAIL

!

to see them, at

JOHN KOURY'S NEW GASH STORE.
II

Catron Block

-

East Side of Plata

-

Phone

J 45

Bulk and Package

GARDEN SEEDS
GARDEN HOSE:

Wire Wound,
Cotton Wound,
and Rubber.

SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES, WHEELBARROWS, ETC., ETC.
Headquarters for All Kinds of

SPORTING GOODS
at the Lowest Possible Prices

W. A. McKENZIE
Hardware Store.

LEO

HEM

. . .

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

goods-Teleph-

one

THE : OLD

:

CURIO

:

STORE
Prop.

MISS

MUGLER
Plata.

Mexican and Indian Curios

ar

1

Millinery Millinery

IRELAND'S PHARMACY
25 Per Cent Reduction on All Hard's Tinted Stationery

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, May 4,
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The maximum temperature yesMARKET
terday was 52 degrees at 2:45 p. m.
and the minimum 29 degrees at I a. in.
MONEY AND METAL.
.
Tlie precipitation for the day was 0.06
New
Vnrk.
). Monev on call,
May
Attorney at Law and
' j
J of an inch and the relative humidity
J J Ji J Jt Jt Jt J J
Uj)
4 per cent. Prime mercan- easy,
6:;
6
per cent. At o'clock this morning til.Mr-;- .
4 '4
$
Kate Hall It closi nsr out her
per cent. .Silver
tin thermometer registered 37 degrees. 54 paper
millinery business.
New t'ork. May i
Lead and copper.
Telegraph advices to the New .Mexi
One man was arretted last evening for
can today state that but little rain fell steady and unchanged
being drunk and disorderly. He was ast night at Estancia. There was aGRAIN
ill Aan Francisco Street. Santa Pc, tV JM
irlven a hearlnir before Justice of the fall of
snow in the Manzano Moun
1.
Mav
Close
Wheat
Chicago,
.'.EAL ESTATE LOANS.
Peace Jose M. Garcia, this morning and tains and the
.
toys are white with snow. May, 89 u i July, 84.' , fa
Money to loan upon real estate MCU
the case was annealed to the district No rain was reported at Las Vegas and
Uorn, May, 46 M( July, 48).
on easy terms.
39.
38
Oats,
May, 40?$; July,
court.
only a shower at Albuquerque. A
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Charles F. Easley, J. L. Seligman and shower fell at Embudo on the Rio
HOMES.
Pork, May, Si 1.00; July. 811.82
riixto darcia were auoomted a a com Grande.
I have a nice cottage (double) wiM
Lard, May, $6.f 5; July, $;,70.
and
mittee to correct measurements,
ooms on one side, 4 on the other
Bibs, Mav, 80.25; July, $6.47X
fii.50.
make changes iu the plat of the Fort THE DRUMMER BOY OF
iwner
occupies 4 rooms and the rea$
WOOL MARKET.
ent for (25 a month; good neighbor
Marcv military reservation. They are to
THE RAPPAHANNOCK
St.
Mo.,
Louis,
Wool, iood; ample space to erect other bull-linMay
report at the next meeting of the Board
steady.
on same street;
stables
anrt
The following are a few of the testi
of Education at which time a committee
Territory and western medium, 18 (a
ther
the price asked W
will be appointed to attend to the dispos- monials given Major It. II. Hendershot 21a'; fine medium, 14
outbuildings;
15$; tine, L!
m 15.
al of the reservation.
'ery low.
during his service in the army:
I
STOCK
MARKETS.
Can sell at a bargain coxy homes m
reknow this boy, and believe he is
Probate Clerk Celso Lopez today
New York, May 4. Atchison 73i Manhattan avenue, one a njw stone
corded the following deed: CorneUus very brave, manly and worthy.
pfd., 92'4i New York Central, 115 ; bouse with all modern improvements?
Cal ahan and Guadalupe Callahan, his
'A. Lincoln, January 10, 1835.''
117; Southern Pacific. the other an adobe-brichouse, 7
'I
would most respectfully recom Pennsylvania,
wife, to Arthur Hischoff arid Ralph II.
Union Pacific. 84; pfd., 91; U. rooms; fruit and
vegetable garden:
Mason, a parcel of land in Precinct No. mend this uoy tor the cadetshlu at West S. Steel, 10; pfd., 55)4.
ity water, hydrant and tank; 70 choice
3, City of Santa Fe. Consideration 11,500. Point for the coming year.
8TOCK.
fruit trees; currant and raspberry
s.
Hischoff
to
Mason
H.
"U.
and Ralph
Arthur
Grant."
Kansas City, Mo., May
Cattle bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet. The stone
Letter from Horace Greeley to Maj
market receipts, steady.
Arthur BiscbofT, parcel of land in Prelouse will be rented.
Native steers, 84.00
85.35; South
cinct No. 3, in the City of Santa Fe. or Hendershot's mother:
ern
83
75
84
Southern
45;
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
"Mrs. Hendershot:
have just re- - cows, steers,
Consideration, $1.
82.75 O 83.40; native cows and
I have several
business blocks fot
I
At eight o'clock next Sunday evening Blved your letter and photograph.
heifers, 82.00 (ft $4.70; Stockers and sale on this
mart of trade, some
great
assure
son
we
did
for your
there will be a short general service at
$4.70; bulls, 82.05
feeders, 83.25
you the little
$0 00; western of them producing more than eight
the Elk's hall. These services are of a n presenting him with a drum was $3.85; calves, 82.75
$4.75; western cows, per cent, net, on purchase price asked.
$;.uo
nature that every thoughtful man and prompted solely by admiration for his steers,
82.00
84.40.
heroism
of
his
future
hones
of
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.
woman
and by
whatever religious denomlna
Sheep market receipts, steady.
B 70: lambs, 85.25
I have several other commercial ana
Muttons, 84.50
tion may ioin without the slightest usefulness which are till strong and
$0.70; Range weathers, 84 50
85.75; business propositions to submit those
high."
compunction. Mrs. Renehan, Miss
Ewes, 83.50 (8 $5.5u.
to enter inerca tile life and to
son
will
his
ami
Hendershot
and Miss Alonzo will render an InMajor
Chicago. May 4.
market,
Cattle,
with the new era of prosperity
'row
up
now coming in with the Santa Fe Centeresting musical program. Rabbi Jacob appear at the court house on May 1.'!, receipts, steady" to strong.
of
10
Methodist
the
tiood
II. ECaplln of Albuquerque will lecture under the auspices
prime lMer, $8.10 (a 85.70; tral Railway.
ooor to medium, $8.90 (cr) 84 90; stockers
on the following subject:
"Joy or Sor- church of this city.
CHURCHES.
and feeders, 83 00 (3 84 40; cows Si 50
row, Heaven or Hell, Which? Every84 40; heifers, 82.25 (cp 84.75; canners,
I am authorized indispose (if the Con
81.50
body is most cordially invited. No co8200; bulls. 82 00 Id) 84 00;
ESTALIO MUNIZ ARRESTED.
regational Church, on the south side
llection taken at any time.
calves, 82 5o id 85 00; Texas fed steers,
convenient to the contemplated Union
84.50.
$4.00
The recently organized Ladies' llu'iie Bound Over to
Grand Jury to Answer
Depot. It stands upon two lots, and will
Sheep market receipts strong.
Missionary Society of the St. Johns
Good to choice wetners, 84 75
to the Charge cf Burglarizing
$5.40; be sold cheap, or the building will be
Methodist Episcopal church gave its
fair to choice mixed, $3.50
$4.60;
Jewelry Store.
red and leased to responsible parwestern sheep, $4,00 (3 $5.50; native repa
initial social at the home of Mrs. K. B.
ties.
rft
lambs
lambs
8(3.00. western
$4.50
Ystalio Muniz, who burglarized the
Dunlavy on Washington Avenue last
clipped, 85.00 lib 85.00; western lambs
THERE ARE OTHERS.
evening. The social was a benefit affair swelry store of E. Morris in Albuquer wooled, $0.25
$7.10.
Several
on
small houses, some ston,
was
two
arrested
que
n.
by
Sunday,
the proceeds of which were go to the
some brick, others frame, upon my
church. Invitations were send atid with Santa Fe special officers in that city
was immediately given a hearing
California and native wines the books, which I vould be glad to show
each invitation was a small stocking in and
He was bound pure juice never better at
in Monday morning.
any price, an intended purchaser. They are deThe
were
returned.
which the donations
over to the grand jury under $u00 Telephone 94. "The Wine Store."
sirably situated, and will be sola
method was rather unique and occasion- bonds. Muniz'
cheap.
parents reside in Santa
A
ed considerable amusement.
literary Fe and are respectable, hard working
ORCHARDS.
and musical program was given, which people.
I also have a fruit ranch In a
high
was very en joyable. Refreshments were
state of cultivation, in the suburbs,
served at tho close ot the program. INVESTIGATING HONDO
with a building site overlooking the
dollars were received in
Thirty-fivRESERVOIR SITE
entire city of Santa Fe. On it there la
donations.
an artificial reservoir, the only one of
Engineers are making a careful exaThe recent rain has not yet increased
Its kind in the city, 12 feet or more la
done in investigatof
the
work
mination
the supply of water in the city reserdepth, holding over 125,000 gallons ot
the
Hondo
thirteen
reservoir
site,
ing
voir.
water, constantly replenished,
from
miles southwest of Roswell. They will
E. H. Baca, formerly of Las Vegas,
which
the
whole
be
can
place
irrigated
has opened a barber shop on upper San immediately prepare their report and
daily during the summer, and which)
send it to the Department of the Interior
Francisco Street.
Read
What Accomplished
Musicians could be stocked with fiah. The land
Miss Lucia Tryon is confined to her at Washington. No one knows just
of
the
Clark
Piano. contains many hundreds of young tree
and
Say
Story
he
will
recommend.
room in Mrs. West's boarding house what
report
of t
finest and most valuable varie- with a severe cold.
tie of apples, peaches, pears, plunu
Don Gaspar Avenue from San Fran"Equal if not puperior to any instru- - apricots, cherries and other fruits, the
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
ment I have had occasion to use."
cisco Street to the bridge has been
greater part of which already bear; a
Barron Berthold.
filled in with sand and gravel.
young bearing vineyard, thousands ol
New Mexico Representative at St.
"Shows such
of work- - bushes of currants and other small
The work of roofing the new boiler
Louis Appointed.
house and laundry being erected on
manship and finish as must make fruits; extensive beds tt asparagus,
Otero today appointed J. them welcome to any household."
Governor
comthe Sanitarium grounds, is nearly
rhubarb, and other fine vegetables.
W. Benham New Mexico representative
Jackson.
0e geld on easy terms, and for muck
pleted.
of the territorial board of the Louisiana
'
in tone and de- - less than It cost, owing to ill health ot
"Grand
resonant
Jose Hernandez, the hot. tamale man Purchase
Exposition managers of New
on the south side is sick. Hence the Mexico
lightfully sweet and tender." Mathil-- ; the owner,
with office at St. Louis.
de Bauermeister.
on
cry of "hot tamale" is not heard
PLAZA PROPERTY.
Appointed Commissioner of Deeds.
the streets.
"I cannot speak too highly of your
Governor Otero
To those wlB.jlns t0 catch tne crea
today appointed
The usual weekly reception at the Thomas J. Hunt to be commissioner of pianos, they seem to be unsurpass-- nf P1n-- B
hwk- Mfata ,
evecutive mansion which occurs on deeds for the Territory of New Mexico able." R. Watkin Mills.
at figures that will double themselvee
"Your pianos embody sweetness and In less than three years.
Thursday of each week will not take in the state of Pennsylvania with ofrichness of tone, splendid carrying Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for
place tomorrow.
fice at 623 Walnut Street, Philadelphia,
power and excellent action." Rosa ale several large tracts of desirable
The delay of the Santa Fe trains Pennsylvania.
Olitzka.
yesterday was caused by washouts east
land which I am permitted to sell at
of La Junta. The trains were 20
Beginning November 1, 1903, the Mu"They are modrls for tone and very low figure. One tract contains
tual Life Insurance Company of New touch." Marie Engle.
hours' late as a result.
ibout 3,600 acres, and is located about
The Woodmen of the World will York, offered to their solicitors in New
"I find your piancs wonderfully
miles southwest ot
three and one-ha- lf
hold their regular meeting this even- Mexico round trip tickets and four
for accompanying the voice." Las Vegas; nearly all of it is under
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
ing at 8 o'clock. All members are re- days' expenses to the World's Fair to
water tot
fence; good grazing and
the four agents in the field producing
quested to be present.
to itock; some timber. Another tract
"Gave
liveliest
satisfaction
the
five
Wanted A girl to do house work the largest amount of business& inComme. I consider them second to none." 550 acres, 7 miles from
Las Vegas;
and cooking in small family. Apply at months. Paul Wunschmann
David Frangcon Davies.
an
excellent
with
timber
and
grazing,
the New Mexican Printing office for pany are just in receipt of a letter from
over
it. Still
water
of
stream
"I
of
it
the
fullest
think
passing
capabl
Darby A. Day, manager, stating that
more particular information.
of musical thought." Ellen Miother trace of 350 acres cf farming,
the following named gentlemen are the
J. V. Conway has had a well dug at winners of the free
Beach Yaw.
jrazing and timber land, 8 mlle3 wes
trips under recent
his home on Cerrillos Road. The well contest: W. B. Peters
"In my opinion they rank among the if Las Vegas, with running watei
of Silver City;
is now completed and contains eight Paul Wunschmann &
Company, Santa very best pianos of the day." Emile ipoa it
feet of good water at a depth of 41
Fe; W. H. Slaughter, Alamogordo, and Sauret.
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
feet.
W. G. Ogle, Las Vegas. The actual
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
I can sell you large tracts of lane
William Caruthers, night bar tender ambunt of business
written by the tone and a most sympathetic touch."
suitable for mining coal or the produ
at the Oxford Club, left on the Santa four winners during the five months
Fernando de Lucia.
tten of timber.
Fe Central, this morning for Moriarty. exceeds $500,000.
"I was perfectly charmed with its
He will spend a few weeks on his
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
beauty of tone and delightful touch."
ranch.
In all parts of the Territory, and
fiverything the market affords at the
Francis Allitsen.
in Wyoming
ne
Yesterday's trains Nos. 1 and 7 from Bon Ton.
resonis
tone
sweet
as
well as
"Their
the east on the Santa Fe and today's
Are remarkably adapted for ac- land.
ant.
train No. 2 from the south and west BUSS FOR SUNMOUNT TENT CITY companying the voice." Clementine
I will take
in showing
rdeasure
arrived at 3 o'clock this afternoon and
de Vere Sapio.
prospective investors desirable buil
Leaves the Claire Hotel Daily
. ites
brought in delayed mail and many pasin the neighborhood of the
THE STORY & CLARK PIANO CO. Ing
as Follows:
sengers.
and in the vicinity of tk
Capitol,
Mrs. F. R. Molton of Chicago will Leaves 9:00 a. m., returns 9:30 a.m.
Employ only expert workmen and no Presbyterian cuuich, and other local-piec- e
m
work or contract work is done (ties of the city which in a few years
give a concert for the benefit of the La- Leaves 11:30 a. m., returns 12:00
dies' Aid Society of the Presbyterian Leaves 1:30 p. re., returns 2:00 p.m. in their factories.
will be worth douhta the present asa- Church on Tuesday evening, May 10. Leaves 5:30 r- m., returns 6:00 p.m.
have won renown on two con- - mg price
They
Tickets on Sale at Claire Hotel.
at the Santa Fe Opera House. Mrs.
tinents for excellence and beauty of
ROOMS: FURNISHED OR UNFUR- Molton has a highly cultivated voice U. S.
WEATHER BUREAU NOTES. their instruments.
and signs with much expression and
Prices and terms most liberal.
NISHED.
Forecast for New Mexico: Generally
the concert will no doubt be a treat to
on the General Agent for New
Call
Furnished or unfurnished rooms in
and
fa'r
with
warmer
tonight
Thursday,
the music lovers of the city.
weather.
Mexico,
til parte of the city. Single, or en
The rain which occurred last even.
Yesterday the thermometer registered
,
uite for light hourekeeping. Some o.
was
follows:
as
not
ing
Maximum temperature, 52
as much of a down pour
em within five minutes walk of
as was desired but it has settled the degrees, at 3:45 p. m.; minimum, 29
Plaza.
dust and helped vegetation somewhat. degrees, at 4:00 a. in. The mean
Santa Fe, N. M.
The continued cloudiness seems to in-- temperature for the 24 hours was 40 de- Who will show
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
you the Story and
dicate more rainfall although the grees. Relative 0humidltv, 63 per cent. Clark Pianos In the
El
At
Cuervo, 10 miles from the Rook
several styles and
06 of an inch
Precipitation,
weather hureau predicts clear and
6:00 a. 10. today, 37 finish Mahogany, Hungarian, Walnut tsiand road, I can sell you about 64t
at
Temperature
warmer weather for tonight and Thurs
and Golden Oak.
excellent
acres; patented;
degree.
grazing
day;.

The Sarsaparilla Season Is ((ere

J

!

j

Now is the time for taking "Spring Medicine,"
according to popular belief.
An aperient "blood purifying" medicine during
this season has been proven to be beneficial.
At the end of the winter season the system is clogged
and weakened and more susceptible to ailments and

Real Estate

disease. A tonic and aperient medicine Is needed to
thoroughly cleanse the blood and give tone to the
nerves. Such a medicine is
m

FISCHER'S SARSAPARILLA
The Best Blood Purifier Made
We make it

$i.oo

!

We

guarantee it
GET A BOTTLE NOW j
$1.00
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NEW PATTERNS
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Carpets,
Rugs and
Curtains
AT
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CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
GEO. W. HICKOX, President

Jt

S. 0. CARTW RIGHT, Sec'y and Treas.

j

Butchers, Bakers, Grocers

250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4- Meat Market Telephone No. 49.
No.

-

COFFEE VALUES.

,

It is difficult, if not impossible, to
match the values we give our custome-erin roasted coffees. We buy the best
coffees we can find and sell them on a
small margin of profit. But more than
that, we handle fresh roasted coffee.
Freshness is just as important as quality. We buy in small quantities and
keep our stock moving. The following are some of our best brands.
Any of them can be duplicated at als

most any time.

Occasionally, owing to

our policy of carrying small stocks to
insure freshness we may be out of one
particular brand for a day or two.
Chase & Sanborn's Seal Brand, 1
.40
and 2 pound cans, per pound..
Chase & Sanborn's SOUTH SEA
.25
Blend, 1 pound cartons, per lb.
Pure Cream Java and Mocha, 3
.

pound cans, each

1.00

Ferndell Mocha and Java,

1

and

2

40
pound cans
Ferndell Mocha and Java blend, 1.00
pound cartons, .35, 3 for
Ferndell Albion blend, 1 pound

cartons

25

'

flour is made has been kept up to date
and contains the best machinery for
producing the highest grade product of
the miller's art. Many of the most
critical buyers in Santa Fe have used
this flour for twenty years. If you are
not using it now a trial will prove to
your advantage.
50 pound sack, only $1.50.
FERNDELL PRODUCTS.
We secured the agency for the Ferndell brand of pure foods several years
ago. The possibilities in the way of
selling high grade pure foods were unknown to us. We have found by experience that there is a large and growing
class of consumers in Santa Fe that
appreciate the efforts of the makers of
this brand of food to produce something above the ordinary. All kinds of
canned, vegetables, all kinds of canned
fruits, catsup, exquisitely delicious preserves, the finest quality of rice in cotton sack tapioca, sago, cocoa, etc.,
are among the many articles that
may now be had under the FERNDELL
brand.

1 pound jars preserves, each
IMPERIAL FLOUR.
We never grow tired telling the good 2 pound jars preserves, each
qualities of IMPERIAL PATENT flour 3 pound sacks rice
There is, and there can be, no better Pint bottles catsup
flour made. None but the best selected 3 pound cans sweet potatoes
wheat is used. The mill in which this 3 pound cans sugar beets
'

40
65

35
30
20
25

Gaze On Our

lew

Furqiture

Handsome Baby
and
Go-Car-

ST

Car-riage-

s

ts

of the Latest Makes

STORY & CLARK;

Pianos!

1

sym-pathet-

.

-

Newland Second Hand
F Will

furnish your house from the
kitchen to the garret for cash or on

ft

The Installment Plan.

No trouble to show ou through the
establishment wheter you buy or not
and If you buy will deliver goods free

D. S. LOWITZKI.

PRANK DIBERT

J

IRELAND'S PHARMACY

Benzoin and Witch Haze
Fo the Face, Hands. Skin and Complexion.

mymiNHit-.it'M-

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, May 4, 1904.
NEW MEXICO'S STATE-

.

HOOD FIGHT AND

MM
IN CONNECTION

THOSE WHO LEAD IT

IF

Continued from Page Three.
population than any territory at the
time of its admission to the union. They
find that the present population of New
Mexico is greater than seven, if not
eight of the present states, and that
eighth one being ermont, one of the
original thirteen,
People Resent Treatment.
That the people of New Mexico resent the treatment they have been given when knocking for admission at, the
doors of Congress crops out on every
hand. It is with difficulty that their
representatives appearing before the
committee of Congress have been able
to refrain from giving too plain an expression of this resentment.
Backed up with facts and figures
they have shown that the Territory has
been sidetracked repeatedly to allow
other territories to gain admission, until New Mexico has become known as
the "Cinderella of the American sisterhood." Since 1846, when the American
flag was first raised over historic Santa Fe, seventeen states have been promoted over her. But one of these at
the time of its admission to the union
equaled in population New Mexico of
today. In fact that is the only one of
all the states admitted since the original federation that came up to the
present mark of the "Sunshine State"
and that was Washington, with 325.- 000 population.
The Hon. Bernard S. Rodey of Albuquerque, delegate from the Territory to
Congress, proved this conclusively,

Rock Island System
SERVICE

TO- -

Kansas City and Chicago
Latest pattern wide vestibule Pullman Standard
and Tourist Sleepers. All Meals served in Rock
Island System Dining Cars

btST

MEALS ON WHEELS"

"ASK THE TICKET AGENT."
A N. BROWN, O. P. A.

T. H. HEALY,
Agent, El Paso, Texas.

Passeng-- r

J.

1904 cTWajr. 1904

at Law

i

WITH THE

OPERATES THROUGH

F. WIELANDY,

DO YOU WANT THE EARTH?
The Earth is a new monthly illustrated journal, published by the Santa Fe.
Tells the truth about the great south- Attorney
and Notary 'Public
west and California the truth is gool
enough. Frequent articles describing
your par) of he country. Contains letters written by farmers, stockmen and
WIELHHDY & BUYER
fruit raisers; men who have succeeded
and who give the reasons why. Strong
editorials and interesting miscellany.
A very persuasive immigration helper.
Why not have it sent to friends
"back east" to do missionary worn for
III San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
Regular subscripi ion
the southwest?
double
worth
a
25
is
cents
year;
price
Send us 50 cents (coin or stamps) with
Lands and houses for sale. Home
names and addresses of five eastern
located. Rents collected. Titles
steads
friends: we will mail the Eart'i to
examined.
Conveyancing, etc , etc.
Write
six
months.
to
for
and
them
you
today to the Earth, 1120 Railway Exchange Building. Chicago.

ileal Estate Agency

EXPOSURE.

draughts of air, to keen and
cutting winds, sudden changes of temperature, scanty clothing, undue exposure of the throat and neck after
public speaking and singing, bring on
Ballard's
coughs and colds.
Syrup is the best cure.
To cold

Hore-houn-

d

Houston, Texas, writes,
"One bottle o': Ballard's
Horehound Syrup cured me of a very
bad cough. It is very pleasant to take'
25c, 50c, $1 Fischer Drug Co.

Mrs. A. Barr,
Jan. 31, 1902:

Thick and juicy steaks at Bun Ton

Jttew Home Bakery

Sun

Sat
7

1

3

3
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8
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15

18

17

18

22

23

24

25

29

30

31

6
12
26

IT
Ho

21

27

28

INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St. Louis World's fair information
bureau has been established at 8ot
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
of Phil P. Hiiichcock, where information will be cteerfully fuixJshtd.

It will pay you to advertise. Try

o

FRESH

it

SOCIETIES.

Bread, Cakes, Pies
DELIVERED EVERY

Mou TuexWed ,Thur Fri

Masonic.

DAY

MONTEZUMA LODGB
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
Special Orders Can Be Left at
Regular communicaKAUNB'S GROCERY
tion first Monday la
each month at MasonU
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ, W. M.
F.
P.
CRICHTON,
Secretary.
Upper Palace Avenue. Phone 39,

Mrs. E. Helbig.

The Santa Fe announces another ser
ies of homeseekers' tickets from points
SANTA FE CHAPTER,
in the middle wes t to New Mexico and
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
Arizona, the rate for the round trii
A SURE THING.
convocation second Monwill be one fare plus $2 and tickets will
It is said that nothing is sure except
in each month at Maday
he good for 21 days from date of sal
death and taxes, but that is not alsonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Thev will be sold every first and third
DiscovNew
true.
Dr.
King's
together
U tr rdiccim u a
Tuesday from May to December.
ery for Consumption is a sure cure for ARTHUR
'and submitted statistics based on the
SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
all lung and throat troubles. Thous
HERBINE
census returns to show how all the tercan testify to that. Mrs. C. B
ands
SANTA FE COMMAND ERT
ritories so far admitted stood at the Will overcome indigestion and dyspep Van Metre of Shepherdtown. W. Va.
No. 1, K. T. Regular
f
time of their admission.
sia; regulate the bowels and cure liver says: "Ihad a severe case of Bronchitis
jKL
I would advise you to go to the World Fair
lave
It is the best and for a
in
fourth
each
New Mexico's prosperity during the and kidney complaints.
Monday
I
year tried everything heard
remonth at Masonic Hall al
blood enricher and invigorator in the of, but
past four years has been especially
this summer.
no relief. One bottle of Dr
,
got
in
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
world.
markable. The Republican party
It is purely vegetable, perfect King's New Discovery then cured me 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
It will be a liberal education almost as good
the Territory during that time has be- ly harmless, and should you be a suffer absolutely." It's infallible for Croup
come dominant and now is in full con- er from disease, you will use it if you
Whooping Cough, Grip, Pnaumonia and
a trip around the world.
K. OF P.
trol of the destinies of the Territory. are wise.
Consumption. Try it. It's guaranteed
R. N. Andrews, editor and manager,
Under the wise and careful manageTrial
Co., Druggist.
Fischer
Drug
by
ment of the federal and local officials Cocoa and Rockledge News, Cocoa, bottles free. Reg. sizes 50c, $1.00.
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
It promises to be the biggest and best exposition of
there has been an awakening that is Fla.. writes: "I have used your Her-bin- e
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting evthe century.
in my family, and find it a most
reflected in the determined demand for
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
handsome des
For
Cloudcroft!
made. At the last excellent medicine. Its effects upon
now
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
statehood
being
infor
detailed
and
literature
F would like to sell your family their tickets over
criptive
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
general election in 1902 BernardDem-S. myself have been a marked benefit. I mation as to rates, etc., address A. N
recommend it unhesitatingly." 50c. at Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, North
she Santa Fe. I really believe it is the best line ,to
Rodey defeated H. B. Fergusson,
Knights given a cordial welcome.
for Congress, by an overwhelm- Fischer Drug Co.
ocrat,
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
Texas.
El
eastern
Paso,
System,
take. You will think so, too. after a trial.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
ing majority of 9.646, the Democrats
SCRATCH PAPER.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
carrying only two out of 21 counties.conOF INTEREST TO ALL.
A. T. CSt, S. F. Ry
H. S. Lutz
Made from ledger, linen, flat and book
The republicans have complete
The Goldie Watch Shop formerly
N. M.
Santa Fe,
trol also of the legislature. In the papers at 10 cents per pound at the with Blain's Bazaar, has moved in
I. O. O. F.
had
Is
every
New
This
Mexican.
Thirty-fiftscrap paper put with the Santa Fe Filigree Manufac
Assembly they
member of the council tweoty-twup in pads and la less than the papei
turing Company, 208 Don Gaspar Ave SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. 9.
members of the originally cost. Only a limited supply nue.
out of twenty-fou- r
A more appropriate place for Meets every Friday evening in Odd
house
class watch repairing as Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
first
good
fe
Whooping Cough.
Among the leading figures in the
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
well as clocks, typewriters and sewing Visiting brothers welcome.
"In the spring of 1901 my children machines,
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. Q.
fight for statehood is Governor Otero.
RUSWELL. NEW MEXICO
popular prices. All work
As a Republican he has done much to had whooping cough," says Mrs. D. W
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
fully
guaranteed.
OF
NEW MEXICO
THE MILITARY SCHOOL
bring the party to its commanding po- Capps. of Capps, Ala. "I used Cham
GOLDIE CHAPMAN.
sition of today. He is a dominant fac- berlain's Cough Remedy with the most
CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, NO.
Established and Supported by the Territory.
I
of
the
think it is the
tor in every phase of the life
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
satisfactory results.
NOTICE.
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
Territory, political, social and business. best remedy I have ever seen for
the second t.nd fourth Tuesday
of
Governor Otero.
New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comwhooping cough." This remedy keeps Territory of New Mexico, Office of the each month at Odd Fellows' Hall. Vi
The Hon. Miguel Antonio Otero has the cough loose, lessens the severity
all conveniences.
baths, watr-workplete: steam-heateTreasurer, April 8, 1904.
iting patriarchs welcome.
with the and frequency of the. coughing spells
been closely associated
Call for the redemption of Casual
JOHN SEARS, Scribe.
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8300 per session. Session is
Territoward
of
the
counteracts
and
any tendency
growth and development
Deficit Bonds of the Territory of New
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
tory for many years. He is a descend- pneumonia. For sale by all druggists. Mexico.
A. O. U. W.
ROSWIJLL 9 a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
ant of a very old and well known SpanTo whom it may concern:
Mififty-twDon.
ish family, his father being
Every Monday evening,
Notice is hereby given by the under GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, O. O. U. W.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
guel Antonio Otero. He was born at times a year, the New Mexican Print signed Treasurer of the Territory of Meets every second and fourth Wediftd B. A. Cahoon.
St. Louis October 17, 1859, and educat- ing Company pays to its employes over New Mexico, that he is now prepared
nesday at a p. m.
For particulars address
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
ed at the St. Louis University and the $400. This money an goes to the bus to take up and pay off the issue of
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workman.
University of Notre Dame. December iness men of Santa Fe. Send us your bonds authorized by chapter 61, ses JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
19. 1888, He was married to Caroline printing, advertise your business and sion laws of 1893,
compiled as section
Jus show that you appreciate enterprise.
V. Bmmett, daughter of
397, Compiled Laws of 1897, to the
B. P O. ELKS.
tice Emmett of Minnesota. His rise in
amount of $101,800 together with ac
New
in
affairs
Aches
Pains.
and
Growing
CO business and political
crued interest on the same, such is- SANTA
FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. OM
Mrs. Josie Sumner, Bremond, Texas, sue
Mexico has been steady. As cashier
being dated May 1, 1893, and payHolds
its regular session on the
Las
1902:
used
"I
have
at
Bank
15,
National
San
of
writes,
April
Miguel
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
able at the National Bank of Com
of
Vegas, N. M., from 1880 to 1885, he Ballard's Snow Liniment in my family merce in New York City and being second and fourth Wednesdays
China ware, Glassware, Picture Frames and Moldings Stoves and Ranges
laid the foundation for the high regard for three years. I would not be with payable by the Territory at any time each month. Visiting brothers are InMade to Order
Gooda Sold on Easy Payments in which he is held by the citizens of out. it in my house. I have used It on after ten years from the date of their vited and welcome.
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
his Territory- During that time he was my little girl for growing pains and issue, said period of ten years having
also city treasurer of Las Vegas, and aches in her knees. It cured her right now expired and the Territory now A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
later served as clerk of San Miguel away. I have also used it for frost desiring to exercise its right under
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
WAGfCR
county up to 1890. He became identi- bitten feet with good success. 'It is said act and the terms of said bonds,
fied with Federal affairs at the close the best liniment I ever used " 25c, 50c, and notice is further given that inter
Santa Fe Tribe No. 5. I. O. R. M.
as county clerk, and for and $1.00. Fischer Drug Co.
est on said bonds will cease and deter meets every Thursday eve at Odd
Licensed Embalmer," of his term was
a clerk of the United
three years
mine on and after the first day of May, Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. ViaitiM
Booth's oysters any way you want 1904.
States District Court of the Fourth Juchiefs cordially invited.
dicial District of New Mexico.
them at Bon Ton.
J. H. VAUGHN,
C. L. BISHOP. Sachem.
He was a delegate of the national
Treasurer of the Territory of New A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
San Francisco Street.
One of the greatest blessings a mod
Telephone 10.
Mexico.
Republican convention of 1892, and was
honored by being made chairman of est man can wish for is a good, reliable
Night Calls Answered from residence Telephone No. i.
the New Mexico delegation of the con- set of bowels. If you are not the happy
Cloudcroft!
For handsome des
vention of 1900. His first appointment possessor of such an outfit you can
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.
as governor of New Mexico was on greatly improve the efficiency of those criptive literature and detailed inforJune 7, 1897. President McKiniey
you have by the judicious use of Cham- mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
him June 15, 1901, and the Pres- berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Prown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, North
In the
his appointment De- They are pleasant to take and agree- eastern System, EI Paso, Texas.
ident
MUTUAL BUILDING 4 LOAN
cember 18, 1901. He is an officer or di- able in effect. For sale by all drugASSOCIATION
rector in a number of the largest enter- gists.
Cured His Mother of Rheumatism.
Of Santa Fe
prises in the Territory, and is an active
"My mother has been a sufferer for
Is wcrth $1.40 per share and mawith
lives
He
statehood.
TAILORING.
of
advocate
many years with rheumatism," says W.
tures when woith $200. The last
his charming family at Santa Fe, and
Muralter, the tailor, is headquarters H. Howard, of Husband, Pa. "At times
dividend was nearly 9 per cent.
the executive mansion is the center of for fine spring and summer suits, latest she was unable to move at all, while
Dividends aie credited every six
the social life of that historical capital. patterns, from $30 up. Also a large at times walking was painful. I pre
months.
line of samples of Murphy Brothers' sented her with a bottle of ChamberSecretary of State Raynolds.
NOW! Is the time to statt in.
Governor Otero has an able assistant line, fine business suits from $17 up, lain's Pain Balm and after a few appliNew
of
Further Information furnished by
in the governmental affairs
trousers to fit from $4.50 up. Special cations she decided it was the most
Mexico in J. W. Raynolds of Santa Fe, attention is called to a fine line of wonderful pain reliever she had ever
R. J. CRICHTON, Secretary.
Office: Catron tflock, Up Stain
Secretary of the Territory. Though samples and styles of ladies fancy tried, in fact, she is never without it
only a young man, Mr. Raynolds is a spring tailor made suits. A call to now and is at all times able to walk.
If
With
I. B. & R. H. HANNA.
strong and aggressive factor in the af- Inspect our line is earnestly solicited. An occasional application of Pain Balm
I
!
was
He
Mexico.
graduat-- Perfect fits guaranteed.
fairs of New
keeps away the pain that she was fored from the Massachusetts Institute of
merly troubled with." For sale by all
busiin
I
Mexican calientes served only at the druggists.
Technology about eight years ago with
.
hieh honors, after fitting himself thor- - Bon Ton.
Santa Fe
and
'oughly for the profession of mining en
Advertise In the New Mexican and"
NOTICE
Increase your business.
gineering, when President McKinley
appointed him to his present position. Of the Disincorporation of the Town
Jewelry Mannfactnrini Co.
President Roosevelt reappointed him
of Cerrillos, Santa Fe County.
in December 1901. He is 31 years old,
Notice is hereby given as required
and was married in 1896 to Miss B, L. by section 2508 of the compiled laws
Baum of Omaha.
of 1897 of New Mexico that the town
and
LUNGS
Mr. Raynolds is a son of Jefferson of Cerrillos, Santa Fe County, has
)
Remember the Burlinfftnn is the onlv
Raynolds, president of the First Na- been disincorporated as a town under
WTH
line running its own trains over its own
tional Bank of Las Vegas, one of the the provisions of section 2503 of the
Exfrom
to
St. Louis the
Denver
rails
ablest financiers and most prominent compiled laws of New Mexico of 1897
position City.
citizens of New Mexico. Secretary and sections immediately following.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
Raynolds has his father's sterling qualCONSUMPTION
and enjoys a popularity that is set my hand and the seal of the board
ities,
Pries
N. Mondragon, Mgr.
Ticket Office, 1039 17th St.
OUGHS and
of county commissioners of the counwide and well deserved.
50c & $1.00
iOLDS
was
New
Free
Trial.
Mexico
ty of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mex"Tlje outlook for
G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,
never better," said Mr. Raynolds. "A ico, this the 4th day of April, 1904.
and
Surest
Cure
for
Quickest
all
DENVER.
CELSO LOPEZ,
number of railroads are running (Seal)
THROAT and LUNG TROUBRecorder LES, or MONET BACK.
through our Territory, and there' Is a Probate Clerk and
1
of Santa Fe County, N. M.
Continued on Page Seven.
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Going East

This Spring?
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you are, it will pay you to write

can probably save you money.
have been
the passenger
ness thirty years, all of it with the
Burlington, and my experience and
knowledge are entirely at your

me.

Filipe

service,

KILLthe

cough

CURE the

Dr. King's
New Discovery

i
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THE

NEW MEXICO'S STATE- -

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

HOOD FIGHT AND

THOSE WHO LEAD IT

tury has put the impress of his irid
vrauauty upon the New Mexican. Of
the same school of personal journalls
as ureeiey, Dana. Raymond, Grady
.
,
nr., XI'....
" a son. ne is trie Mew Mexican
and the New Mexican is he. Near
every line of editorial is dictated b
mm. ana but few are the items that
are not scrutinized by him before the
go to the composing room. His know
edge of men and affairs is intimate an
He knows every nook
authoritative.
and corner of the Territory as no othe
man knows it. and he keeps in the clos
est touch with every portion of th
southwest.
Colonel Frost came to New .Mexico
from Washington in 1876, and soon af
terward commenced to take an active
part in public affairs. He traversed
the Territory in various directions, and
penetrated its most inaccessible parts
before the day of the railroads; he
made the personal acquaintance
no
amy or every man oi lmDortance in
the Territory, but also of many men of
prominence in national affairs, both po
litical and military life. He was adju
tant general ot the Territory under
Acting Governor Ritch and Governors
Lew Wallace and Lionel A. Sheldon
As Colonel for six years of the First
Regiment of New Mexico's volunteer
militia, he saw active service in several
Indian campaigns, and In raids against
cattle rustlers, putting down serious
disturbances in Rio Arriba County in

Continued from Page Six.
The most conveniently located and only fire-proand steam-heate- d
prospect that several trunk lines will
built, and these will open up minerHotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing albe and
timber districts heretofore un
Cafe and Buffet
touched."
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
Solcmon Luna.
connedted. Pine Sample Room for Commercial Men
& &
Among the leading Republicans of
the Territory is Solomon Luna, Republican national committeeman.
As the
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
owner of the largest sheep ranch in
New Mexico, he stands at the front of
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building this great industry in the Territory of
New Mexico. Descending from one of
CORNER PIAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
the oldest and most illustrious families
in New Mexico, he fully maintains the
high standing of the Luna family, than
which there has been no greater in
New Mexico for the past two centuries.
220 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.
Mr. Luna was born at Los Lunas, Valencia County,, October 18, 1858. and
received his education at St. Michael's
College at Santa Fe and at the St.
Louis University. He has been honored by various offices and trusts by his
fellow citizens. For eight years he has
been treasurer and collector of his
county. For the same length of time
he has been a member of the national
committee from New Mexico. His preBlankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen eminence in the sheep raising industry 1881.
has been recognized by his selection
From 1881 to 1885. under President
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
as president of the territorial sheep
Arthur, Colonel Frost was register of
six
board
As
for
years,
presisanitary
and Other Gems.
office at Santa Fe. and
dent of the Bank of Commerce of Albu- the federal land
thorough knowledge of land law
SPECIALTY
querque and other business enterprises gained
stood lnni in good stead in his
he occupies a commanding position in that
have the best of everything in the line.
later
practice as attorney. Other poli
the commercial affairs of the Territory.
tical honors came to him. He served
Like his father, he has' become one of
as secretary of the territorial Republi
the leading citizens in territorial afcan central committee, chairman of the
fairs, in both civil and political life.
of
He is retired, unobtrusive, and his county contral committee, member
of county commissioners.
the
board
friends can always count on his word
the city board of education
and his loyalty. His staunch Republi- member of
to various western, congresses
canism has brought to him many hon- delegate
and is at
and has been for sev
ors, among them the nomination for eral termspresent
of the New Mexi
secretary
to
to
him
tendered
Congress
delegate
co Bureau of Immigration,
a position
by the Republican convention in Sanhim the opportunity to
affords
which
ta Fe in 1900. This latter honor he,
make the very best use of his knowlhowever, declined, his interests at
of the resources and conditions of
edge
home being too great for him to leave.
every
part of the Territory. He is a
The Hon. H. O. Bursum.
terse writer, and his many books and
Will Be Found a Full Line of Table Wines for Family Trade.
of
the
great pamphlets upon New Mexico's resourVigorous environments
Orders by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled : : : : :
Territory of New Mexico have produc- ces are not only models of their class,
ed no finer example of manhood, upon
but are of considerable historical value.
W. R. PRICE,
which depended the enforcement, of As
IN. M.
a politician he is astute and fair,
law and order, than H. O. Bursum, at
and his services to his party have
New
Mexico
head
of
the
the
present
been great, and are generally recogpenitentiary at Santa Fe. Since tak- nized. Colonel Frost is a thirty-thirMY
ing charge of this institution Mr. Bur
Mason.
sum has made it the model penal and degree
B. OI K M l,
BEN BOTHK
recent
have brought
Although
industrial institution of the west. He to Colonel Frost years
J When You Come to Albuquerque Don't Foreet jt j
physical afflictions
has made many improvements in the
which would have retired most men
buildings and grounds and instituted from active life, he is still a hard workreforms in the treatment of the inin his hands the
mates and put the entire institution on er, and still holds
that make the New Mexthreads
many
C&
a most substantial and businesslike
QUICKEL
BOTHE, Proprietors.
ican a power in the southwest, and that
basis. Mr. Bursum as sheriff of Socorto his office daily men of politiro County attained a high reputation bring
and literary prominence
scientific
cal,
Club Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
fitas an official. His experience here
to consult or confer with him on subted him well for the exacting responwhich his well balanced
' Corner Railroad Avenue and Second
sible duties of superintendent of the jects upon
Street
his
thorough knowledge, and
judgment,
to which office he was appenitentiary,
are of especial
wonderful
memory
MEXICO
NEW
ALBUQUERQUE
pointed May 1, 1900. Mr. Bursum also value. He is one of the leaders, if not
in
the
represented Socorro County
leader, in the fight
the most
Thirty-thirLegislative Assembly. He that New prominent
Mexico is making at present
is one of the most energetic Republiwithout amalgamation
cans in the state and is using ev- for statehood, or
Arizona
with
any other territory,
I INCORPORATED!
ery endeavor in the fight for statehood and that this fight may be successful
success.
to bring about
is the wish of many thousands of paThe Power of the Press.
triotic New Mexicans who love their
For the past 40 years the Santa Fe commonwealth and esteem and value
the
Daily New Mexican has chronicled
the worth and work of Colonel Frost.
history of the southwest in general
and of New Mexico and Santa Fe in
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
particular. In those 40 years New
Mexico has been transformed from a
Palace: C. J. Lynn and wife, Adrian,
frontier Territory, foreign in its lanStationery,
Grain, Flour and Potatoes
F. Greegny, Boston, Mass.;
guage and backward in its ideals, into Michigan;
Miss Van Planck, Fishkill on the Hud
Sundries.
American
Grocers'
a
and
Medicines
Patent
progressive, modern,
These 40 years have wit- son; J. de L. Van Planck, Fishkill on
of the west, the the Hudson; T. F. Wylie, Denver; J.
nessed
the
conquest
FKOMFT ATTENTION GIVKN MAIL ORDERS.
of
the Rocky Mountain re- K. Hand and wife, St. Louis; Jessie
populating
W. J. McGuire,
gion, and the development of its unsur- Slaughter, Chicago;
B. de Garmo, Alamosa.
F.
Chicago;
in
AH.
IN.
resources.
historian
The
SANTA FE,
passed
William-ston- ,
N. M. Winslow,
Claire:
search of material for a history of this
William-ston- ;
E.
C.
Passage,
Michigan;
epoch should turn over the pages of
C. V. Stewart, Las Vegas; W. B.
the 40 bound volumes of the New Mexican. But the columns of the New Mex- Hulse, Las Vegas; H. J. Shull, Denver;
C. Conliff, Denican of the days prior to the coming H. Hiller, Denver; B.
and
C. F. Myers, L. N. Gallese
ver;
was
Fe
Santa
show
that
of railroads
N.
W.
Halloren,
Albuquerque;
Iialph
even then an important trade and political center, and that events occurred McDowell, St. Louis; John Shields,
P.
in rapid succession that made many a Bisbee; E. F. Thompson, Las Vegas;
the B. Baca, Santa Rosa; M. O. Konkol,
good newspaper story, although
T. F. Woody, Julia E. Woody,
type that was brought over the Santa Chicago;
E. M. Swayze, Glenwoody.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fe trail lacked the material for big
Bon Ton:
Frank Gomez, Estancia,
scare heads and the press that was
Galisteo.
L.
J.
Keyser,
mountain
over
the
hauled laborously
OAXXSTE0 STREET
Normandie: J. R. Seaton, John Torpasses into the city of the Holy Faith
Colorado Springs; J. Hendrick-son- .
rance,
hundred
a
few
could
copies
print only
Best of Kefeence Given as an EMBALMER.
J. M. Jasper, Cincinnati; T.
Night Calls
City;
an hour.
M.
Denver; George M. Batsch,
Tatem,
The New Mexican has been so thorRESIDENCE 'PHONE 141.
Colorado Springs.
New
new
with
the
identified
oughly
Mexico that it is regarded as the most
It will pay you to advertise. Try it
and most influential

t

A. F. SPIE6ELBER6

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios

To

Table wines!

at "OUR PLACE"
Prop.

Santa Fe,

d

j

ZEIGER

:

CAFE
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Maxwell Grant.

THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME

GOLD MINES
this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the gol
mining districts of Elizabethtown and Baldv, where important mineral
discoveries have iatelv been made. Claims on unlocated ground may bo
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.
On

Near Raton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of th
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming or
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co
BATON. NEW MEXICO

Not Lack Bat Results.
That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo
ple with our fine

COAL

For Prospective Purchasers
of Building Lots in Estancia

I I
wk
WATER, SOFT WATER, PURE WATER,
RAILROAD WATER, CLEAR WATER and PLENTY ot WATER

Estancia has

GOOD

RUSSEL SAGE'S ADVICE,
''Young man, Buy Real Estate,"
Will soon rank with Horace Greely's aphorism,
'
"YOUNG MAN GO WEST!"
,
"If you are going to do a gool thing, do it in the best way," Is
another maxim of which jm win appreciate the force If "o-- i will elthe
call on or comrc :chte with M. r. CLARKE BbFORE BUYING TOWN
K.4.0T8 ELSEWhlifiE.
BE WISE. '
Put your money into land Own a Town Lot and Home.
!
Do like your fathers did buy good property In a lire town, and
your children will rise up and call ou blessed.
It is entirely safe to presume that within a very short time the
town of ESTANCIA will be one of the liveliest, largest, and most sub-- r
atantlal towns in this section of the southwest
i
Be sure and write for all information desired at once.
THB
PRICE OF THESE LOTS WILL INTEREST YOU.
TERMS TO SUIT.
Adddrese all comunicatiens to
W. P. 3LARKE,
j
SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
.Orer a mUHon acres at land open for Houiesterders in the BSTAN- food soil aad ientr ot water, wWoh can be had from
--

.

j

3.'

M O NE R O

WHOLESALE AND RETAII,

in

we

That there is some difference
in wood. Our wood is the best
to be had & always at your call.

HUE WOOD

Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

OFFICE:

Garfield Avenue, Near A. T,

F. Depot

& S.

0J0 CALIEJSTE IfOT SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are Io- ted In the midst ot the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
welters, twenty-flv- e
BOS. BBH flftv mtlaa
rrVi ef Qantu
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-rviStation, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages run to the Springs,
the temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
the year
very dry and delightful
round. There Is new a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs in the world. The efficacy of

these waters has been thoroughly m
ed by the miraculous cures attested to
in the following
diseases: Paralyrtk,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Slight's Disease of the KftV
Affecneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
tions, 3crofula, Catarrh, La Grippe,
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Boards
lodging and bathtxg, J2.60 per aay; S16
per week; $50 per month. Stage meet
Denver trains and waits Cor Santa 9m
train upon request. This resort la attractive at all seasons, and Is open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Calient
can leava Santa Fe at 9 a. m., an4
reach OJo Callente at 4 p. m. the sanM
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Callente, 17.40. For fort. --

particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor

Ojo Callente. Taos County, N.

h

"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF THE UNITED STATES.
HENRY B. HYDE, Ponnder.

Oustanding Assurance
Dec. 31, 1903

.

......

.

New Assurance Issued
in 1903

$1,409,918,742.00

322,047,968.00

Income
Assets Dec. 31. 1903 .
Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities . .
Surplus
Paid Policy holders in

73,718.350.93
381,226.035.53
307,871.897.50
73.354,138.03
34.949.672.27

1903

JAMES, W. ALEXANDER, President.
JAMES H. HYDE,

Vice-Preside-

nt.

EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,
Albuquerque, N. M.
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M.

representative
newspaper of the Territory. Its opinions are quoted oftener and more liberally, both at home and abroad, than
those of any other New Mexico newspaper, and the stand it takes upon political. matters helps to make history- Naturally, having thus taken so important
and still taking a part in the making
.of the commonwealth, the Santa Fe

A POSITIVE NECESSITY.
Having to lay upon my bed for 14
days from a severely bruised leg, I
only found relief when I used a bottle,
I can
of Ballard's Snow Liniment.
cheerfully recomnu nd it as the best
medicine for bruises ever sent to the
afflicted. It has now become a positive
Daily New Mexican is pronounced in necessity upon myself. D. R. Byrnes,
its views in favor of statehood for New Merchant, Doverville, Texas. 25c. 50c,
Mexico, and for New Mexico alone.
$1.00 at Fischer Drug Co.
The work that the New Mexican has
done for New Mexico and especially SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILWAY COMPANY
for Santa Fe cannot be reduced to staOrder No. 16.
tistics, but the results achieved have
To all concerned. Commencing with
been tremendous.
In season and out
of season It has preached its faith in Sunday, March 27th, 19(H, and until furnotice, trains one and two will not
the people, the resources, the climate, ther
W. D. LEE,
run on Sundays.
and the future of the Sunshine State,
General Manager.
and its historic capital, and no other Santa Fe. N. M., March 25. 1904.
agency has advertised this particular
section so widely or so well as this
newspaper. The influence and the
power it has exerted in the political
field and for good government are also
incalculable, but undisputed, by those
For Fine Photos.
who are in position to know and to apFinished in Platinum and
preciate.
The Greeley of New Mexico.
Platino.
This is undoubtedly due to the force
and character of Its editor. Colonel
PLAZA STUDIO
Max. Frost, who far a guarftex f
N. M.
Bute

SYSTEM,

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered,
for sale in tracts of forty acre." and upwards.
Price of land with perpetual water 'iglits from $17 to 835 per acre,, according to location. Payments may be made in ten year installment.
Alfalfa, grains, fruits of
all kinds, and sugar b ets grow to perfection.

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION

FARMING

H. B, Cartwright & Bro.,

A. P. HOGLE

THE-

16-Gau-

ge

-

Go to Davis

F,

I
I

This is the smallest and lightest weight (about
6 2 pounds) repeating gun ever manufactured,
1--

up many new possibilities to the
aand opens sportsman.
It is not a barrel on a
16

up-to-d-

properly-proportionaction, but a new,
smokeless
modern
with
powders, enables a shooter
gun that,
to use a powerful load in a small shell and reduce, materially, the weight of shells and gun to be carried. The
small, light gun handles fast, results in close holding and
increased accuracy. HjWl itteription in
Catalog No. A542,'f
for

12

well-balance- d,

ed

out-Stu-

thru ttampt

postagt (o TNE Ma RUN FIREARMS CO.. New Havcm, Conn.

P. F. HANLEY
Z2T

Fine Wines, Liquors Cigars
Imoorted aad Nattv
Ines for Fj
OUR 3PBCIALTUXB)

Uaa.

OM OM

SAN FRANCISCO STREET

FJS, N.

A.
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Tis House Cleaning Time!
The time of all times, when the store should be visited. As yoa clean
house and change things around yoa will find many opportunities 'for improvement. You'll probably want to buy
new furnishings. That will be the time to remember that you are welcome to come here for suggestions and ideas
that will help you to arrange your home.

The time for cleaning of the home.

Prices That Appeal to the Economical
New and Season-

able Goods.
GARDEN HOSE
Rubber and Cotton, Best Qual- ity-

-

-

JOHNSON'S FLOOR
SPECIALTIES

We Carryl. . .
PAINTS, OILS AND
6 LASS,

Johnson's Floor Restorer
Johnson's Floor Wax
Johnson's Powdered Wax for
Dancing Floors
Johnson's Floor Finish

BARBED WIRE

CHINAWARE,

GLASSWARE,
LAMPS, ETC

Call and get book.

Lacqueret

Lawn Mowers,

Studebaker Wagons
Shovels and Spades

"The Dainty Decorator"

New Model, 1904.

Makes old furniture look like
new. Beautifies and preserves
all kinds of floors and woodwork.
Anybody can apply it.

Lawn Sprinklers

Poultry Netting
Window Screen

!

New line of
ENAMELED REFR GERATORR

All kinds of

Alabastine

GARDEN

The Beautiful Wall Coating

TOOLS

For the Home
For the Schools

and

Get color card

Screen Doors

the line of Guns and
AmmunitionBest Wade.
In

THE BEST IS

THE CHEAPEST

ajyEMiMiMMg raft aailaj
11

REGIMEN
J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

K. J. PALEN, President.

are provided with reclining and rooking
chairs, and except in the severest winter weather hammocks are slung in the
shady places beneath the trees. At
night free ventilation of all sleeping
apartments is enforced both winter and

AT

FL STANTON

HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President.

summer. As already stated a considerable portion of my patients are quartered in tents, which are ventilated in

JACOB WBLTMEE
BOOiS, STATIOflEI(Y,

1AGAZI(ES, PERIODICALS.
for

Headquarters
Continued from Page One.
"It is also desirable that we be authorized to retain those patients, who various methods. It was anticipated
that we would be compelled to remove
tiring of the restraints of the sanator our
patients from the tents into houses
ium life, wish to leave before fully re- the advent of winter, but the paupon
ao8 San Francisco St.
covered; many such leave against ad
Santa Fe. N. M.
vice and are discharged improved, who tients were so well satisfied in tents,
so
were
for
admission
might have been sent away cured had and applications
in excess of our house accommodaSANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
they exercised more patience and per far that
tions,
notwithstanding the remarkseverance.
SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
able severity of the winter the tents
"The importance of early diagnosis have been
and
occupied,
continuously
and treatment is shown by the follow- will continue to be a
permanent and
m At Oar
ing results by stages: Of the first stage
of this sanatorium.
feature
prominent
cases 50 per cent have recovered, 37.5 The tents are
pitched within easy acUndertaking Parlors
per cent were discharged improved; cess to toilet and bath rooms and our
whereas, of the second and third stage tent dwellers were comfortable in the
The Latest Scientific Methods of Eat
cases 5.6 per cent recovered, 54 per most extreme weather.
in Employed. Calls Answered treat the Parlors Day or Night or hjr DOROTE0 SENA, Agas
cent were discharged improved. 7.3
"As to rest and exercise they should
per cent were discharged not improved vary from absolute rest in the febrile Prla Road. Oar Parlors Coaslat el a Nicely aad Appropriately Pitted Up Suite at No. ill
MANUFACTURER OF
Maa
and 33 per cent died.
and far advanced cases to considerable UaceJa Areas, Wast Side Plata, Saata Fe, New Mexico,
"Pneumo thorax is the most fatal of exercise for the practically recovered
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
all complications, and no amount of case. Thev should be regulated accordseems
care
and
sufficient
I
forethought
to
involvement.
extent
of
the
DEALER IN
ing
to prevent its occurrence; it occurring endeavor to prescribe appropriate rest
Watches. Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
sometimes in cases, which have been and exercise according to the indicaOne of tions in the individual case. Indiscrimmaking steady improvement.
Repairing of one watches and Jewelry work a specialty.
our cases occurred in a patient who inate exercise should never be allowed
FILIGREE it WHOLESALE
RUCK Ud IIDIAI GOODS
UTUL had gained 25 pounds in weight, and and I am satisfied that the advice to
who seemingly had every prospect of 'en west and roneh it on a ranch' has
FINE MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
continued improvement and ultimate been responsible for many fatalities I
247 San Francisco
cases which under judicious management
recovery. Our pneumo-thorahave been universally fatal, with the might have been recoveries. I person
exception of one case, which occurred ally know a number of persons now
about tour weeks ago, and which is engaged in various pursuits in this lo
still under treatment, but even this cality who 10, 15 or 20 years ago came
case is expected to terminate fatally to this section suffering from tubercuwithin a short time.
losis ; some of them so feeble that they
"In 54.5 per cent of the cases where had to be carried on stretchers. These
tubercle bacille were not found there persons are now, but for scar tissue
was history of syphilis. Hemorrhage In their lungs, in perfect health. These
occurred in six cases of this class. The cases are so numerous and so well auaverage gain in weight for the two thenticated as to leave no doubt in my
months between October 1 and Decem- mind of the value of New Mexico's cliber 1, was 4.5 pounds per patient. New mate in the treatment of consumption."
patients average for the first two
months after arrival a gain of 4.26
pounds. Of the seven fatal cases several were under treatement less than 1
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
month, and one case discharged not im
entire stock of
proved was also under treatment less
than one month, and of the seven
cases one arrived with pyopneumoINDIAN
MEXICAN BLANKETS. POTTERY
thorax of some duration, one had a se- AND MISCELLANEOUS ADSBASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS.
vere hemorrhage on the train, and
Follow the crowd to the Bon Ton.
one had organic heart disease.
At less than Cost
"The treatment aside from air. food
ANY ONE desiring male help of any
and rest is entirely symptomatic. There
, are less than 50
TOURISTS:
days in the year on kind please notify Alan R. McCord,
which patients cannot be out of doors Secretary Capital City Band.
if
Do
at least half of the day. Commodious
Pure Whiskey. How do you know it
verandas have been constructed on IN
&
is? You can see it drawn from the
dormitory buildings, and the out-dolife made as attractive as possible. I original package. Purity guaranteed
adopt the term 'dormitory,' by the way by the government of the U. S. "TeleSend for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
instead, of ward in order to emphasize phone 94. " "The Wine Store."
the fact that the buildings are only j
Cor. San Franclsct
and Burro Alley
SANTA FE, N. M places in which to sleep All porches Black Bass in any shape at Bom T- oBLOCK, NO 3 1.
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first national bank

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars

i

United

States Designated Depositary.

J

O. "YOUSTTZ

lexican Filigree Jewelry

DUDROW

$
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GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

Extra Cleaned

CL0SIN6
OUT

tENTUCY
Blue Grass

SALE!

Wants

Seed at

W.

EC- -

QOBBBL

The Hardware Dealer

CATRON

and

ETC.

you know that you miss half of Santa Fe
you do not visit our Curio Store Free Museums

!

&
Street

